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ABSTRACT
Residential filtering in Old West Knoxville has culminated in a
population dominated by university student renters.

Old West Knoxville

first developed as an upper middle class neighborhood in the late
18OO's.

By the mid 1930's development encompassed the entire study

area and filtering had begun in the oldest section.

Filtering was

gradual and limited in area until the early 196O's.

An

urban renewal

project which condemned a large, stable, residential section for
university expansion and a sudden increase in the number of students
led to rapid filtering throughout the remaining residential sections of
Old West Knoxville.

Today the residential character of the area is more

homogeneous than in any previous period because of the dominance of a
transient student population.

As in many urban areas in the United

States with a large university, a student ghetto has developed.

The

character of Old West Knoxville will remain that of a student ghetto
in the forseeable future.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Old West Knoxville, including the Fort Sanders area, is situated
close to the central business district (CBD) and adjacent to The
University of Tennessee.

The area developed as an upper middle class

neighborhood during the latter part of the nineteenth century,
attracting managerial and professional people because it was close to
the CBD and convenient to railroads and industry.

Additional

attractions included fashionable Victorian architecture and the
proximity of The University of Tennessee.

All of these factors were

considered assets in the late nineteenth century, but became liabilities in the twentieth century and contributed to the decline of Old
West Knoxville as a single family residential neighborhood.

The final

blow to the area as a community of nuclear families came in the 1960's
with the rapid expansion of The University of Tennessee.
housing was condemned to make way for an expanding campus.

Substantial
Absentee

ownership increased with increased demand for off campus student
housing.

The stage was set for rapid deterioration of the remaining

housing stock and the growth of a student ghetto.
The Area
The Fort Sanders part of Old West Knoxville has been the subject
of several studies, usually with a specific purpose, such as identification of historic buildings, the history of one block, or a planning
1
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agency studies (Unpublished Works, Bibliography).

They defined the

Fort Sanders area using present characteristics for delineation of
boundaries.

Creeks forming physical barriers to movement on two sides,

a major traffic artery on the third, and railroad yards on the fourth
are used as boundaries.
Fort Sanders lies between Second Creek on the east and Third Creek
on the west.

On the north is a low level area.

used for rail transportation.

All three sides are

The combination of the streams and

railroad lines effectively defines the east and west limits.

The rail-

road track on the north side is accentuated by an interstate highway
roughly paralleling it.

On the south, Cumberland Avenue divides Fort

Sanders from The University of Tennessee campus.

With minor variations,

the area is roughly rectangular, thirteen to fourteen city blocks long
and six to seven city blocks wide (Figure 1).
Fort Sanders is essentially one elongated hill oriented in a
northeast to southwest direction characteristic of the ridge and valley
country of East Tennessee (Figure 2).

The lowest elevations are in the

creek valleys, 840 to 900 feet above sea level.
across the southeast slope.

Cumberland Avenue cuts

The highest point, which reaches 1000

feet, is the knob centered on the block between Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Streets and Highland and Forest Avenues approximately in the center of
Fort Sanders.
In addition to the present Fort Sanders, Old West Knoxville
included the area south of Cumberland Avenue between Second and Third
Creeks and the Tennessee River.

Prior to 1888, the area was the focus
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Source:

Major areas of Central Knoxville: Fort Sanders,
Central Business District (CBD), and The
University of Tennessee (UT).
Map of Knoxville & Knox County, Campion Map
Corporation, Charlotte, N.C., 1973.
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Figure 2.
Source:

Contour map of Old West Knoxville.
USGS 1:2400 Quadrangle, Knoxville
&Vicinity, Tennessee. 1953
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of early subdivision development.

By 1888 a considerable number of

homes had been built west of Second Creek, the western boundary of the
city of Knoxville.
city.

This suburban area was incorporated as a separate

The Charter of West Knoxville includes a description of the city's

boundaries:
Be. it known, the Town of City of West Knoxville, situated
in the 24th Civil District of Knox County, beginning on the
Tennessee river, at the mouth of Second creek with the east
bank there of to Asylum street; thence westward with Asylum
street and said corporation line to the East Tennessee, Virginia
and Georgia Railroad; thence westward with said Railroad and with
said Corporation line to where said Railroad crosses Crawford's
branch; thence south with said branch to Third creek; thence
continuing down Third creek to said river; thence up said river to
the beginning, is hereby duly and legally incorporated, and as
such is entitled to all the benefits and subject to all the
responsibilities of the laws of the State, applicable to municipal
corporations.
A chronologically comprehensive study of residential settlement
and change must include the entire area.

To maintain historical

integrity, therefore, the boundaries used in this study are essentially
the historical boundaries found in the 1888 town charter of West
Knoxville.

Some minor changes are needed because of the alteration of

roads and streams.

For example, Crawford's Branch no longer exists

and Asylum Street, now part of Western Avenue, has been widened.

The

main difference between the historical boundaries and the boundaries
used by most studies is the inclusion in this study of the area south
of Cumberland Avenue to the river.

Residential development south of

Cumberland Avenue was an integral part of Old West Knoxville.

The 1895

Pill map of Knoxville demonstrates this point by showing extensive
lot development in the area south of Cumberland Avenue now dominated by
The University of Tennessee (Figure 3).

6

Figure 3.

West Knoxville section of 1895
Pill map of Knoxville.
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The commonly accepted name Fort Sanders describes the area north of
Cumberland and within the boundaries of the West Knoxville Charter of
1888.

To prevent confusion, the term Fort Sanders is used in this

study in accordance with common usage.

The term Old West Knoxville

is adopted to describe the entire study area and includes land south
of Cumberland Avenue to the Tennessee River.
South of Cumberland Avenue the topography is dominated by two
hills.

On the east side is "The Hill" (historically "Barbara Hill"),

which is the original site of The University of Tennessee (Figure 2).
This small circular hill is rather steep on all sides.

It starts near

the banks of the Tennessee River on the south and Second Creek on the
east, and rises 150 feet in the short distance of 470 yards.

On the

west side, a narrow level area divides Barbara Hill from a larger
and more typically elongated hill which comprises most of the area
south of Cumberland now occupied by the extensive university campus.
The south and west sides along the Tennessee River and Third Creek
include a broader level section now dominated by railroad tracks and
industrial land use (Figure 2).
Filtering
General residential land use in Old West Knoxville has declined.
Large areas once devoted almost exclusively to single family housing
are now used for a variety of other functions.
of residential use has changed.

In addition the type

Much of the housing stock has been

converted to multi-family or rooming units, and functional blight is
widespread.

8

The purpose of this study is twofold:

first, to document and

describe the original settlement of Old West Knoxville and its subsequent residential development to the present; and second, to explain
the forces that influenced its domestic landscape.

Specifically, this

thesis focuses on the processes of historical change which contributed
to the reduction of residential land use and are responsible for the
present character of the remaining residential sections within Old
West Knoxville.
One process of residential change is known as filtering.
Filtering down is most simply the change of occupancy as housing which
is occupied by one income group becomes available to the next lower
income group (Johnston, 1971, p. 87).
Implicit in the definition of filtering is the concept of
socio-economic class segregation and neighborhood homogeneity at the
time. of initial development.

This assumption is well established in

urban studies literature, and does not require a defense (Davis, 1965,
pp. 238-251).
As filtering takes place and a lower socio-economic group moves
into housing formerly occupied by a higher socio-economic group, a
"change-over" period ensues in which both groups are represented.
Filtering may jump classes and a wide variety of socio-economic levels
may be represented in a relatively small urban area.
In this study the socio-economic classes to which residents of
the study area belonged were determined by categorizing the occupation
of heads of households.

The general categories of upper and upper

9

middle class include professionals such as doctors, lawyers, and
business executives.

Middle class occupation includes public school

teachers, sales workers, clerical and kindred workers.

Lower middle

and working ·class levels were characterized by craftsmen and blue
collar workers.

Lower class occupations included unskilled day

laborers and those excluded from the economic mainstream by virtue of
race, disability, and general misfortune.

Filtering has been discussed

and debated for over thirty years in the literature of urban economics
and social geography.

Filtering is a result of the"

. . well-recog-

nized phenomenon that housing tends to move downward in the quality
and value scales as it ages" (Johnston, 1971, p. 87).

A supply of new

improved housing for the upper income groups releases used homes to be
passed down to successively lower levels.
The factors that induce filtering are varied and complex.

It was

once_ argued that the filtering down process could provide decent
housing for low income groups.

This idea has been abandoned, and

Richard Ratcliff in Urban Land Economics clearly outlines some of the
reasons filtering does not provide decent housing for the lowest socioeconomic groups.
It must be remembered that the essence of filtering is value
decline; that this decline is based upon a fall in the
desirability of the housing space provided in relation to
alternatives and is expressed in the cost of housing to the
tenant. Thus, a structure that filters from the upper levels
will inevitably have declined severely in quality of
accomodations if not in an absolute sense, at least relatively,
even though the standards may still be above the acceptable
minimum. Sometimes the loss in quality results from a
deterioration of the neighborhood, sometimes from a
deterioration of the structure, for, as rent-producing
capacity falls, upkeep is likely to be neglected. Large

10

dwellings (single-family houses, flats, and even apartments)
rarely find their way to the bottom in their original form.
Normally they are cut up into smaller units or, if not,
they will be shared by more than one family. (Ratcliff,
1949, p. 330)
Mobility of the population is often associated with neighborhood
change and is a necessary condition of filtering.

In the United States

20% of the population changes residence each year, and 75% changes
residence during a five year period (Johnston, 1971, p. 15).

If the

characteristics of in-movers and out-movers are the same, an area will
retain its social personality.

Attempts to preserve and improve the

original quality of housing strengthen resistance to the forces of
depreciation.

Filtering is prevented in such areas and residential

stability prevails.
Other Causes of Residential Change
When domestic structures are demolished to make way for new
buildings, residential as well as land use changes may occur.
definition this kind of change is not filtering.

By

For example, if

several houses are destroyed by natural or man made means, i.e., fire
or the wrecking ball, and commercial apartment housing replaces the
lost structures, filtering has not occurred.

A residential change has

clearly taken place when apartment dwellers replace house dwellers.
Usually population density increases and landscape changes are dramatic:
asphalt parking lots replace grass and trees.

Filtering may or may not

have been present in the houses prior to destruction, but once the
housing is gone, the possibility of filtering has ended.

Subdividing

the same physical structure is, however, usually defined as filtering.

11

Apartments are also subject to deterioration, and over a period of
time may be occupied by a lower income group than the original residents.
This must be considered filtering, but its beginning point is with the
first apartment dwellers and not the dwellers of the houses that
preceded the apartment construction.
The best way to clarify the muddy waters of definition is simply
to consider filtering in phases.

In the situation described above,

the destruction of the original homes concludes the first phase of
filtering.

A second phase of filtering may ensue in the apartments over

a period of time, or the apartments may remain stable and attract
people of the same income level as their original occupants.

In the

latter case, filtering does not take place.
In filtering the forces of centrifugal push and centripetal pull
combine to create stress which eventually overcomes inertia and the
result is a decision to move.
urban neighborhoods.

Land use change is a push force in

As offices, stores, and factories replace housing,

the remaining neighborhood houses become less desirable for families.
Also land value often rises and residential use is excluded because of
the rising cost of property and higher property taxes associated with
commercial or industrial uses.
Even though a change in type of land use is not filtering, it may
serve as a catalyst to filtering in adjacent areas.

If housing is

replaced in one block by offices, the attractiveness of the houses on
the adjacent block usually declines.
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Family cycles serve as both push and pull factors.

Pre-child

couples, post-child couples, and widowhood require less living space
than the child bearing, rearing and launching cycles.

In a nationwide

survey of residential mobility, life-cycle changes accounted for over
30% of the moves.

Career, income, and status reasons accounted for

another 30% (Jones and Eyles, 1977, p. 156).
Status must not be overlooked in a study of residential change.
Loss of status in urban neighborhoods certainly pushes many urban
dwellers toward a decision to move while new suburbs act as a pull
factor.
Technological obsolescence contributes to depreciation of urban
housing.

Plumbing, heating, and e lectrical wiring in old homes are

often in need of repair and replacement.

Style obsolescence and

outmoded features such as servants quarters, carriage houses, and
small yards may also contribute to loss of status for older neighborhoods when compared to spacious suburban yards with modern homes.
Transportation changes in the last one hundred years also
contributed to the decline of inner city neighborhoods.

Private

ownership of cars and highway development made commuting to work
possible in the early part of this century.

By the 1960's, commuting

to the CBD from suburban areas was the accepted pattern for urban
dwellers.

Many residents of the central city migrated to the periphery,

drawn by real and imagined changes in the character of the central
city itself (Davis, 1965, pp. 238-251).
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All of the above factors played a part in the residential change
of Old West Knoxville.
Sources and Methods
Maps and other archival material, plus information gained from
field research, provided essential data for this study.

Captain O. M.

Poe's topographic map of the Civil War placement of Union and Confederate forces shows the first development in the area.
cover the years from 1885 to the 1950's.

Six insurance maps

An 1885 map by Fire Under-

writer's Map Association shows the beginning of industrial development
along Second Creek and the railroad.

The Sanborn Insurance Map of

1890, corrected in 1898, clearly documents the first residential
development.

A Beck and Pauli lithograph of 1886 makes close dating

of the development possible.

(Historical maps used in this thesis are

located in the McClung Collection of the Knoxville-Knox County Lawson
McGhee Library and in Special Collections in The James D. Hoskins
Library of The University of Tennessee.)
Later Sanborn insurance maps document street layout, development,
and change for the years 1903, 1917, 1924, and 1948.

They include

information on lot size, house size, structural characteristics , and
building use.

The series of Sanborn maps makes it possible to sample

specific blocks for temporal changes in housing quality.

Field investi-

gation provides the same type of information for the present period.
Careful compilation of this information from the Sanborn maps plus data
on residential addresses and occupations from Knoxville city directories
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makes it possible to determine population density and socio-economic
classes in the study area.
Deed records in the Knox County Courthouse helped to determine
the rate of property turnover and type of ownership, such as absentee
or owner occupied.

Finally, the Yale Avenue project files record the

final sale of the structures in a large section of Old West Knoxville.
(The Yale Avenue Urban Renewal files are located in the KnoxvilleKnox County Archives, a branch of the Lawson McGhee Library.)
Selection of Case Study Blocks
The domestic architecture styles in Old West Knoxville indicate
original settlement by various socio-economic classes over a period of
nearly eighty years, and are still visible in the present landscape
in the form of house types.

Four distinct sections based on domestic

architectural uniformity and dominance form a geographic pattern
(Figure 4) and make possible the selection of representative case
study blocks in the Fort Sanders part of Old West Knoxville (Figure 5).
One block was selected from each section.

Blocks with domestic

structures remaining were chosen to provide a long continuity for the
sample.
A different method of block selection was needed in the part of
Old West Knoxville south of Cumberland.

Most of the original housing

is now gone due to the Yale Avenue Urban Renewal project in the 1960's
when condemnation of houses made way for The University of Tennessee
main campus expansion.

An

historical map of the lot layouts of
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Knoxville in 1895 suggests two distinct sections in the area south
of Cumberland Avenue.

The west section consists of small narrow lots

in a simple grid pattern.

In contrast the east section lots were

spacious, elegantly layed out in large irregular blocks and circle
drives (see Figure 3, p. 6).

One small area south of Cumberland has

escaped the bulldozers and original housing remains.

This narrow strip

stretches from Volunteer Boulevard on the west to Seventeenth Street
on the east, and is two to three blocks deep.

Three blocks comprise

the sample from Old West Knoxville south of Cumberland, one from the
east side, one from the west side, and one from the area still occupied
by domestic structures.
The total sample consists of the following blocks (Figure 5):
Block #1

Clinch and White Avenues between Twelfth and Thirteenth
Streets,

. Block #2

Forest and Highland Avenues between Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Streets,

Block #3

Yale and Rose Avenues between Temple (Sixteenth Street)
and Ninth (Seventeenth) Street,

Block #4

Yale and Lilly Avenues between Twenty-first and Twentythird Streets,

Block #5

Lake and Terrace Avenues between Eighteenth and
Twentieth Streets,

Block #6

Clinch and Laurel Avenues between Twenty-second and
Twenty-third Streets,

Block #7

White and Cumberland Avenues between Twentieth and
Twenty-first Streets.
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Geographic Significance
It is hoped that this study will contribute to the understanding
of historical urban residential processes.

It is concerned with

population characteristics and their implications for the urban landscape.

The focus is on one area rather than one group of residents.

The time span is comprehensive beginning with initial settlement.

The

final residential period focuses on the impact of a concentrated
student population in an urban area.

The "student ghetto" phase is a

phenomenon common to cities with urban campuses.

The processes found

to contribute to its development in Knoxville have implications for
other cities with large universities.
Another goal of the study is to tie together two geographic
research approaches.

Townscape analysis through the recognition of

building styles and their relation to historical periods is one
appr~ach.

Residential characteristics such as population density and

their relation to the urban domestic landscape is the other.

One has

been the focus of cultural geographers of the Kniffen school; the other
has been the focus of urban social geographers, primarily using a
quantitative or theoretical approach.

The first approach is idiographic

and the second attempts to be nomothetic.
It seems that a middle ground might be appropriate.

The urban

domestic landscape and the characteristics of urban dwellers are
integrally tied together, each influencing the other .
studying Hobart, Tasmania, maintained that:

R. J. Solomon,

19
It is of course townscape rather than the component buildings
with which the geographer is finally concerned. But this
implies the architectural or period classification of all
the town's buildings . . . and their further analysis for
assessment of condition, thereby providing a composite pattern
of townscape character . . . . If this seems a little short on
dynamic functionalism for students of retail distribution,
or urban hierarchy, or traffic flow, an attempt to correlate
the modification of building fabric with changes of function
and possibly to investigate the degree to which physical
form lags behind such functional change, may provide a needed
link between the exponents of function and of fossils.
(Solomon, 1966, pp. 267-268)
This study is undertaken with this type of approach in mind.

Explaining

the processes of residential decline and change from initial settlement
to the present period will contribute to the understanding of urban
forces and their relation to the domestic landscape of the inner city.

CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL SKETCH
Before 1900
Knoxville began as a frontier outpost late in the eighteenth
century.

Although Knoxville's original western boundary and the eastern

boundary of the study area are the same, one hundred years passed before
Knoxville's urban residential development crossed Second Creek
(MacArthur, 1978, pp. 7-10).

The earliest development was industrial,

and occurred in the immediate creek valley.

By 1793 a tanyard and

tannery were located on the banks of Second Creek.

Industry continued

to develop along the creek, and two large ponds were used for water
power until 1838, when the dams were destroyed and the ponds drained
(History of Tennessee, 1887, p. 846).
In 1855 railroad tracks were laid along the western bank of Second
Creek, and the sixteen mile route to Maryville was completed in 1868.
Between 1855 and 1858, railroad tracks were laid on the northern edge
of the study area completing a route from Bristol, Virginia, to Atlanta,
Georgia, and connecting the East Tennessee and Georgia with the East
Tennessee and Virginia line (Holland, 1931, pp. 89-107; and 1932,
pp. 83-101).
Streets were beginning to extend west beyond the city limits by
1857.

Clinch Avenue, a major east-west Knoxville street, extended three

blocks west of Second Creek, and formed the southern edge of an

20
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emerging grid street pattern of approximately nine square blocks
(Directory, 1859).
Most of the residents in this area were laborers and .craftsmen.
Carpenters, painters, stone masons, millers, butchers, and cashiers
were listed among the approximately thirty entries for this area in the
1859 city directory.
In addition to the residents in the emerging Clinch Avenue
residential area, a second pocket of residents west of Second Creek
existed along Cumberland Avenue several blocks south of Clinch Avenue,
and not directly connected with the Clinch area.

The occupants,

including black laborers and a black blacksmith whose shop and residence
were at the same address, were close to a wool carding and grist mill
industry on the western bank of Second Creek.

They were of a lower

social strata than their neighbors to the north.
A short distance west on Cumberland Avenue and out of the
immediate creek valley was the estate of Hugh A. M. White (McClung and
McClung, 1921).
While the nine square blocks north of Clinch and the strip along
Cumberland were sparsely populated, a fairly dense pocket of working
class population lived in the northern part of the valley on the
narrow strip of land between the railroad and Second Creek.

These

railroad and industrial laborers' addresses were listed in the city
directory as the west bank of Second Creek.
similarly settled (Directory, 1859).

The east bank was

22
Another early development in Old West Knoxville would eventually
have a tremendous impact on the entire area.

In 1829, Blount College,

which was chartered in 1794, changed names and location, moving from
the downtown area to a new building on Barbara Hill.

Barbara Hill, or

"The Hill" as it would be called in future years, west of Second Creek
and directly south of Cumberland Avenue, became the home of East
Tennessee College.

By 1859 its name had changed again (Official

Souvenir Program, 1941, pp. 10-11).

East Tennessee University had a

faculty of five professors, and seemed far removed from the early
residential development north of Clinch and along Cumberland.

Its

eventual impact surely could not have been predicted.
The Civil War brought a stalemate to residential development
between Second and Third Creeks.

An earthen fort was constructed on

a hill midway between the creek valleys by Union forces.

On November

19, 1863, during the siege of Knoxville by Confederate forces, General
Sanders, commander of the Federal cavalry, was killed.

Subsequently,

the earthen fort was named in his honor (History of Tennessee, 1887,
pp. 492-493).
During the Civil War most of the study area was cleared of
vegetation to eliminate cover, thus preventing a surprise attack by
Confederate forces.

A panoramic photograph of the view north of

Cumberland was taken from the cupola of East Tennessee University.
Clearly visible structures included the estate of Hugh A. M. White and
a cluster of considerably more modest houses several blocks north.

A

large open area between the estate and the northern houses was cut by
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Clinch Avenue, but only one north-south street appeared to connect these
two earliest settled areas (Poe, 1865, p. 314).
The presence of the fort and Civil War action prevented residential
development over the short term, but accelerated it after the war ended.
The valley of East Tennessee, with all the wealth that
nature had lavished upon it was at last discovered to
the world, and when peace was restored many of these
veterans returned to make it their home, while former
residents entered with spirit upon the work of
reconstruction and development. (History of Tennessee,
1887, p. 850)
With peace came suburban development in Old West Knoxville.

Most

of the modest pre-Civil War houses were replaced by homes of a more
substantial nature.

The shacks along the creek bank slowly gave way

to industrial growth.

The 1869 Knoxville City Directory lists and

describes two suburbs west of Second Creek:

White's Addition and

Ramsey's Addition, covering approximatel y 43 square blocks north of
Cumberland Avenue.

The railroad yards and Second Creek increased in

importance as industrial sites and the resid ential development continued to expand.

By 1887 Knoxville had a population of nearly thirty

thousand (Directory, 1887).

An 1886 Beck and Pauli lithograph clearly

shows the substantial development in the eastern section of Fort
Sanders and sparse development south of Cumberland and west of the
university, as well as remnants of the fort (the lithograph is located
in Special Collections, James D. Hoskins Library, University of
Tennessee).
Development of the various suburbs continued at such a rapid pace
that the citizens voted to incorporate as the town of West Knoxville
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on March 3, 1888.

The new town occupied 805 acres, between Second

Creek on the east, Third Creek on the west, the Tennessee River on the
south, and the East Tennessee and Georgia and the East Tennessee and
Virginia Railroads on the north (Charter, 1889).
West Knoxville was an affluent town with an assessed value per
household averaging $5,000.00, compared to a Knox County average of only
$65.00 (Mitcham, 1979, p. 6).

Clearly, West Knoxville of 1888 had

little resemblence to the area prior to the Civil War.

West Knoxville

had an active municipal government, complete with a mayor, town
council, recorder, and .treasurer (Charter, 1889).
located at 407 Bridge Avenue.

The city hall was

The large brick structure occupied

almost all of the four hundred block of Bridge (Ross, 1941, p. 29).
Many municipal improvements were undertaken during the
administration of Mayor John W. Yoe, who served from 1888 until his
death in 1895.

Streets were graded, curbed and guttered, and most

blocks had wooden sidewalks.

West Knoxville had a city fire hydrant

system, electric lights and two municipal schools (Ross, 1941, p. 29).
The West End Street Car Company was formed in November, 1887, six
months before the city of West Knoxville was officially chartered.
Mules and horses were used to draw trolley cars until August 21, 1893,
when the system began to use electric power (Rule, 1900, p. 305).

The

suburban character of West Knoxville was indicated by the orientation
of the street car route to the central business district.

More and

more of the CBD was becoming commercial, and early downtown residents
were slowly moving out, and building homes on the city's periphery.
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West Knoxville reached its pinnacle as a prestigious residential
location in the 1890's.

The Knoxville Blue Book of 1894 included two

hundred and sixty separate West Knoxville households representing over
seven hundred and eighty nine separate entries (Blue Book, 1894).
This figure constituted approximately 33% of the total entries in the
book.
Over the next four years West Knoxville continued to prosper.
The 1895 Pill Map of Knoxville depicted extensive lot development .

The

university now included eleven buildings on "The Hill" (Figure 3, p. 6).
All of West Knoxville had a well integrated street and railroad system
providing public transportation to the CBD.

On January 24, 1898, West

Knoxville ceased to exist as a separate municipality.

It was annexed

by the city of Knoxville the previous year (MacAuthur, 1978, p. 68).
Architectural style and trends followed by the residents of Old
West Knoxville in the late nineteenth century have had an enduring
impact on the area's residential history.

Therefore, some emphasis must

be placed on the quality and style of housing, particularly in this
early period.
In the Nineteenth Century it was taken for granted that
the home reflected the personality of the owner. The house
is the most important acquisition in a man's life, it places
him on the social scale, it presents an image of
character to the world. (Maass, 1976, np)
A prominent nineteenth century architect reflected this attitude:
. . . a broad shady veranda suggests ideas of comfort and
is suggestive of purpose, for the same reason bay or oriel
windows, balconies, and terraces increase their interest,
not only by their beauty of form, but by their denoting
more forcibly those elegant enjoyments which belong to the
habitation of man in a cultivated and refined state of
society. (Scully, 1971, p. xxxiii)
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The house style to which the architect referred was most commonly
called "Queen Anne."

In Old West Knoxville Queen Anne style houses

predominated (Figure 6).

Sometimes Queen Anne houses were elaborate

and pretentious, but most of the Old West Knoxville houses were of a
delicate and unpretentious design.

Corner turrets, generous rounded

porches, and bay windows elegantly reflected the Victorian style.

Most

were tall, two or more story buildings with high pitched roofs,
elaborate door and window frames, turned porch railing spindles, and
decorative eave supports.
Often features characteristic of several styles were combined, the
massing features of Queen Anne with the surface treatment of Shingle
Style.

Intermixed between the large stylish Queen Annes were a few

smaller frame Gothic houses of classic simplicity.
Many terms have been used to describe the architectural styles
that. emerged in the Victorian period in addition to Queen Anne and
Gothic.

Neo-Jacobean, Romanesque Revival, Shingle Vernacular, Stick

Style, Sophisticated Italianate, Steamboat Gothic, and Mediterranean
Villa are some frequently used terms (Giroward, 1977).

All refer to

specific house facade characteristics and floor plan patterns, and are
useful for detailed architectural analysis (Richert, 1967, p. 211-238).
House type definitions for the purpose of diagnostic traits for a
general period in a small area need not be so detailed or elaborate.
The focus here is not the architecture itself, but its ties to the
residential history of Old West Knoxville.

Therefore the general term

Victorian Domestic is sufficient for this study.
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Not all housing in Old West Knoxville was stylish.

Modest folk

housing and even shacks occupied the creek banks and areas close to
the railroad tracks or alleyways (Figure 7).
Early Twentieth Century
Despite the rapid growth in Old West Knoxville, much of the
805 acres was still vacant in 1900.
the area's boundaries.

Some farm land was included within

The earthen fort became badly eroded in the

years following the Civil War, and by 1900 this war remnant was gone.
Streets cut through the area of war installations and lots had been
surveyed.

Housing extended into the western half of Old West Knoxville,

particularly along the street car route.
The expanded railroad yard complex in Second Creek valley had
separated Old West Knoxville from the CBD.

Clinch Avenue viaduct, built

in 1905, Cumberland and Main Avenue, and Western Avenue were the only
routes over the creek valley connecting Old West Knoxville to the CBD
(Oakes, 1979, p. 10).

As the central city lost residents, Old West

Knoxville gained residents.
The Second Creek valley and the railroad tracks continued to
attract industry along the area's edges.

Barbara Hill was solely devoted

to educational land use as the site of the university, which had
changed its name from East Tennessee University to The University of
Tennessee in 1879 (Official Souvenir Program, 1941, pp. 10-11).
In the years following the turn of the century, Knoxville continued
to grow and prosper.

The Sanborn maps of 1917 give an impression of a
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busy congested central city.

"The city's growing industrial community

filled the air with black smoke."

(Isenhower, 1978, p. 69)

Many

families moved from the central city to the city's fringes.

In 1915

James Agee described Old West Knoxville as "the" place where families,
rich from post war years, built homes such as the Briscoe House and the
Woodruff House which were comparable to the finest in the city
(Prochaska and Bond, 1972, np).
In the years between 1900 and 1920, Old West Knoxville continued
to be primarily single family housing.
Prestigious Knoxvillians such as the millionaire Condon family;
the Gillespies, and the A. 0. Roehl family remained (Directory, 1920).
But by 1920 the most attractive lots in the eastern section of the area
were gone.

Many wealthy and professional residents remained in 1920,

but few new ones were moving in and residential change began.
The establishment of two major industrial firms, the Fulton
Sylphen Company and W. J. Savage Company, attracted working class
people into the area at the turn of the century (Mitcham, 1979, p. 12).
Boarders had always been a small part of the population, but the
1917 city directory indicated an increase in boarding.

An early influx

of University of Tennessee students as the result of the establishment
of fraternity houses was the first sign of the future major impact
students would make (Directory, 1917).
Victorian domestic architecture continued to be a popular house
style into the twentieth century.
emerged as the dominating style.

However, a second major house type
Large frame houses lacking clear
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Victorian characteristics had been built to some extent prior to 1900.
B~tween 1900 and 1910 or slightly later, these plain structures became
the major house style.

Some of these homes were "Upright and Wing"

houses as identified by Pierce Lewis.

Some had a hint of the Victorian

influence, a bit of gingerbread around an eave or a bay window.
these houses were without a clear style.

But

The ones on the north edge of

Old West Knoxville near the railroad yards were noticeably more modest
than the clearly similar but larger houses away from the periphery.
These plain houses marked the passing of the Victorian style in Knoxville as elsewhere.

Robert Bastian refers to similar houses in his

Terre Haute, Indiana study as "nonstylistic" (Figure 8), a term adopted
for this study.
In addition to large nonstylistic dwellings, one and one-half
story cottages were becoming numerous.

The cottages sometimes displayed

highly embellished facades, but provided only a fraction of the interior
floor space available in the older stylistic houses (Figure 9).
This was a period of rapid improvement in housing.

Engineering

aspects of domestic architecture increased greatly as advances were
made in house plumbing, heating, and lighting, and style became
secondary to function.

Some architectural historians and geographers

have described this period as the age of eclecticism (Giroward, 1977,
p. 62; and, Richert, 1967, p. 229).

The square plan of houses led to

a plain and heavy cubic appearance.

In Old West Knoxville nonstylistic

large dwellings, embellished cottages, and eclectic cubes were built
during this period (Figure 9).

The first two represented a continuation
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Upright and Wing House
2000 Block Forest Avenue

Three Non-Styl1 st1c Houses
1800 Block Forest Avenue
Figure 8.

Non-Stylist ic houses.
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from the past styles and the third represented a new development in
domestic architecture when electric wiring, hot water heating, and
improved plumbing were considered more important than gingerbread
ornamentation.
The land use and occupants along Cumberland Avenue reflected the
The old Hugh A. M. White house, "Sunnyside," was owned by the

past.

Rogers family of Blue Book status.

White's descendants had established

a new estate several blocks further west and on the south side of
Cumberland Avenue.

The Woodruff family estate occupied most of the

block west of "Sunnyside."

Between "Sunnyside" and the Atlantic Ice

and Coal Company on Second Creek were three black families (Directory,
1924).

This small black section was soon gone along with "Sunnyside"

and the Woodruff estate.
As modest housing increased in Old West Knoxville, so did other
land uses.

The industrial area and railroad yards expanded.

In 1920 Fort Sanders Hospital was founded with a capacity of

sixty beds.

The hospital was built on previously undeveloped land on

Clinch between Nineteenth and Twentieth Streets.

A Victorian style

house on Highland Avenue was converted to a home for student nurses.
There w~re twelve nurses in the first class (Morgan, 1973, p. 5).
The establishment of the hospital introduced a new land use in the
study area which would continue to expand in future years.
1920 to 1950
In a few short years the character of Fort Sanders was transformed
from a predominantly upper and middle class community to a predominantly
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middle and lower class community.

James Agee's prologue to his novel,

A Death in the Family, provides an excellent description of most of
the Fort Sanders part of Old West Knoxville in 1924:
It was a little bit mixed sort of block, fairly solidly
lower middle class, with one or two juts apiece on either
side of that. The houses corresponded: middle sized
graceful, fretted wood houses built in the late
nineties and early nineteen hundreds, with small front
and side and more spacious back yards, and trees in the
yards, and porches. (Agee, 1938, p. 4)
Density had increased markedly.

It was not uncommon to find the

, second story of a home rented by the owner who occupied the first floor.
In the 1400 block of Fourteenth Street, Rev. J. W. Boling rented his
second floor to two white collar workers.

Next door J. H. King, a

chief clerk of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, rented his
upstairs to a draftsman and a traveling salesman.

But across the

street lived J.M. Logan, wealthy president and manager of the J.M.
Logan Lumber Company.

His home was still a single family residence.

On this same block were two University of Tennessee fraternity houses
as well as the prestigious Gillespie home (Directory, 1920).
In the middle of Fort Sanders, a modern brick apartment building

..

was constructed in 1922 (McNabb and Childers, 1976, p. 28).

Fort

Sanders Manor was an indication of a future major trend, the construction of multi-unit commercial apartment housing.
A third trend, the subdividing of houses into several apartments
and duplexes by absentee owners is clear by 1930.

Between 1930 and

1940 four houses in the 1400 .block of Laurel Avenue were converted
from single family homes into either duplexes or several apartment
units, a clear sign of filtering (Directory, 1924).
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The number of students, blue collar, and clerical workers as
well as unskilled laborers residing in Old West Knoxville had increased.
The Dow family was still

But not all upper class families had left.

residing in the house Samuel Dow, a wholesale grocer, had built in
1890.

S. A. Lackey, C. R. Marsh, and H. M. Barnett, all business
A. 0. Roehle, who was

executives, still lived on Twelfth Street.

listed in the 1894 Blue Book thirty years before, was still located at
1222 Highland Avenue (Directory, 1924).

The influence of filtering had

resulted in a mixed character in the eastern section of Old West
Knoxville.
South of Cumberland Avenue the construction of Shields-Watkins
Field in 1921 represented an expansion of the unversity campus.

It

replaced Robinson and Wardon Streets which had been a small working
class neighborhood, and had included black residents.
directly west of the field remained residential.

The area

The field was only

a block away from the. large and prestigious homes on Circle Ori ve
(Isenhower, 1978, p. 93).
The university was expanding in other directions as well .

..

Sophronia Strong Hall, built in 1924, replaced houses on Cumberland
Avenue (Isenhower, 1978, p. 104).

Between 1930 and 1932 the Woodruff

estate was demolished, replaced by The University of Tennessee Main
Library (McNabb and Childers, 1976, p. 74) ;
On the west side of Fort Sanders, the Fort Sanders Hospital was
expanding, adding .a second wing in 1927.

West of the hospital a new

nurses residence was built in 1925 (Morgan, 1973, p. 5).

The expanding

I, ,
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facilities did not represent second generation buildings.

The Fort

Sanders Hospital complex was still expanding into vacant areas.
Although Old West Knoxville was no longer the western-most area
of the city, it still included a considerable amount of vacant land in
1920.
Between 1920 and 1940 virtually all the area was fully developed.
On the far western edge, house styles reflected the influx of a lower
social group than the original homes on the eastern edge.

In fact, the

area west of Twenty-second Street was the only section in which one
story and one and one-half story houses predominate.

The house types

represented on the west side have been described by geographers as
boxes and bungalows (Rickert, 1967, p. 230) .

The depth of some houses

on their long narrow lots gave an impression of an urban elaboration of
a shotgun structure occasionally with a little gingerbread detail or
more . commonly with Egyptian trapezoid porch supports (Figure 10).

This

reflected the lasting influence of the eclectic period.
In the vacant land between the hospital complex and Cumberland
Avenue a different type of domestic architecture dominated .

This area

continued to attract upper middle class people who could afford to
build stylish Neo-Colonial and English Cottage homes (Figure 11) .
Neo-English Colonial, Neo-Dutch Colonial, and English Cottage
styles with high pitched roofs had become fashionable (Rickert, 1967,
p. 230).

The small section of Fort Sanders where these styles are

found is the only area in which masonry construction is prevalent .
A small area south of Cumberland also developed at this time, and
reflected similar house types.
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West of 22nd Street
Figure 10.

Bungalow with Egyptian porch supports.
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The land use in 1940 was similar to that of 1920.
still largely residential.

The area was

The medical care and university land use

had expanded with the former developing vacant land and the latter
redeveloping areas previously occupied by domestic housing.
1950 to the Present
Between 1950 and 1980, The University of Tennessee and Fort Sanders
residential sector developed a bilateral relationship accentuated by
their proximity to each other and by the earlier isolation of Fort
Sanders from the CBD on the east and the newer residential areas west
of Third Creek.

The rail yards on three sides and the river on the

fourth served as barriers to Old West Knoxville's edges.

The construc-

tion of interstate highway and connectors accentuated the boundaries on
the west and north sides, further isolating the residents of Old West
Knoxville.
The University of Tennessee grew slowly but steadily.

In 1945,

the enrollment was 2,477; by 1958, it was 7,500 (Deaderick, 1976,
p. 171).

State universities in the 1950's had strict housing regula-

tions, and a massive influx of students into Fort Sanders did not take
place.

Other community factors were contributing to the eventual

domination of Fort Sanders' population by students.
In 1950 Knoxville had a population of 124,769, an increase of
over 33% from 1920 (Creekmore, 1958, p. 177).
followed World War II.
commonplace.

General prosperity

Family ownership of automobiles was becoming

Construction materials were readily available
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and building interest rates were low.
migrating out of the cities.
Old West Knoxville.

People who could afford it were

The pull of the suburbs left a vacuum in

An increase in vacancy led to real estate specula-

tion, and absentee landlord ownership increased (Directory, 1948).
By 1950 only one open parcel remained in Old West Knoxville.

The

parcel was purchased by the Masons and paved to provide parking close
to the Masonic Temple on Fifteenth Street (Prochaska and Bond, 1972,
np).

The changes in land use after 1940 represented redevelopment.

The wholesaling area along the northern tracks expanded at the expense
of modest and somewhat deteriorated housing.
also continued to expand.
1947.

Fort Sanders Hospital

A new and larger nurses home was built in

The old nurses residence was razed in 1957 to make room for a

new west wing to the hospital.
west wing.

In 1960 Fort Sanders Hospital added a

In 1965 a multi-storied nurses residence was built.

It was

the fourth nurses residence since the first structure in 1920 which was
an old home on Highland Avenue (Morgan, 1973, p. 5).

After the west

wing was built, a six story professional building was constructed on
the eastern half of the block directly west of the hospital.

Recently,

on the other half of the block a multi-storied parking garage was
completed.

Across Laurel Avenue opposite the first professional build-

ing, a second six story twin structure was constructed.
East Tennessee Children's Hospital replaced a block of houses in
the early 1970's, and now is in the process of expanding.

A recovery

center, Knoxville Health Care Center, replaced most of another block
of houses in the 2100 block of Highland Avenue.

In addition to the
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major facilities, numerous small medical offices eliminated many houses
throughout Fort Sanders.
Along Cumberland Avenue commercial uses began to replace
residential use in the late 1940's, when some homes were converted to
make room for gasoline stations and dry goods stores (Directory, 1948).
As Cumberland became a major artery from the newly developed west
suburbs to the CBD and a convenient shopping area for university
students, strip development accelerated.

Commercial land use demands

higher rent than most uses, and the corner of Cumberland and Seventeenth Street soon became the area of highest rent in all of Fort
Sanders (Booher, et al., 1973, p. 3).
After 1960 a major (and to some a catastrophic) redevelopment
project was instituted.

The Yale Avenue Urban Renewal project led to

the condemnation of houses and forced eviction of many Old West
Knoxville residents (Yale Avenue Files).

The University of Tennessee

campus was expanding to the west and the urban renewal project cleared
the way for a major university building program and campus expansion.
It is ironic to review the letters of the displaced Old West
Knoxville residents who fought urban renewal and find their arguments
for saving their homes are the same reasons for the present middle
class movement back to the city.

Mr. Jack Dotson listed nineteen

reasons for not wanting to move including the convenience of being able
to walk to grocery and drug stores, doctors offices, church, and
school.

Mr. Dotson fought condemnation of his home, which he valued

at $20,000, and his case went to trial on July 20, 1965.

He lost, as
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did all the residents in the Yale Avenue project area, and received
$12,500 compensation for his home and $200 for moving costs (Appendix).
Another area resident, Mr. R.H. West, fought to save his home,
and left behind a considerable file of letters.

His letter of

February 21, 1964, is of particular interest for its description of
the landscape and character of Old West Knoxville (Appendix).

His lot

was large, SO feet by 177 feet, and contained many trees, shrubs,
flowers, a vegetable garden, and a bluegrass lawn.

The West house

faced Yale Avenue which was six lanes wide and lined with large trees
and well kept yards.

The house itself had many special features such

as solid brick and masonry walls thirteen inches thick, expensive wood
paneling, oak and tile floors and much more.

Mr. West writes about

the location of the house at some length and concludes, "The location
of the West house is the finest in Knoxville . . . . It cannot be
improved upon."

He valued his house at $25,644.00.

At the trial,

Knoxville Housing Authority acquired the West house and lot for
$15,300.00 (Appendix).
Today the area once occupied by the West house is part of The
University of Tennessee Fraternity Park.

Thirteen large fraternity

houses and associated parking for fraternity members' Trans Ams and
Porsches use a sizeable proporation of the land condemned by urban
renewal for educational growth.
Since the expansion of The University of Tennessee, many students
have studied the relationship of the university and Fort Sanders, but
most have forgotten that the area south of Cumberland Avenue was once
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a part of the residential history of Old West Knoxville.

However,

several student studies verify the general historical sketch presented
in this paper.

In one study, different residential sections of Fort

Sanders were identified by rent variations in the years 1940, 1950,
and 1970.
The 1940 pattern of housing can be characterized as one
largely segregated and nucleated by rent structure.
Towards the university the rents were generally higher
than in the hinterland areas. Another characteristic
of the 1940 rent structure was the relatively wide
range of rents offered within the Ft. Sanders area.
(Weber, 1973, p. 3)
The same study found that by 1950 there was a trend toward turning
former large, single-family residences into smaller "efficiency type"
apartments for students in the eastern half of Fort Sanders.

In

addition, Weber found some older housing stock was now nonexistent,
reinforcing a trend toward more high-density (multi-unit) structures
(Weber, 1973, pp. 4-5).
The nucleated, clustered pattern of 1940 began to deteriorate in
1950, and by 1970 a largely dispersed pattern emerged in rent structure.
Students had invaded a larger area of Fort Sanders, and rent structure
was now fairly evenly dispersed.

Multi-unit apartments increasingly

replaced older housing (Weber, 1973, p. 6).
In the intervening years the World War II baby boom children
reached college age.

As college enrollment mushroomed and social

constraints lessened, university housing rules relaxed.
could live where and how they pleased.

Students
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The appearance of Old West Knoxville changed rapidly with the
influx of students.

In addition to the two and three story walk up

brick apartments which replaced Queen Anne and other houses, old homes
were modified almost beyond recognition.
to make small apartments.

Large porches were enclosed

Back additions of a different style and

building material from the original structure became common.
Often the converted houses are in very poor condition and not
completely sealed from the elements.

Broken windows and deteriorated

foundations let in inclement weather as well as pests.

Geography

graduate students often refer to Fort Sanders as a major area of "rat
ranching" in the eastern United States.
Fire is a constant threat and at least three of the houses
identified as historically significant in "A Walking Tour of Fort
Sanders" have burned.

The Condon house burned in 1978.

Several

graduate students lost all their graduate work and personal libraries
in the fire.

Although the owner lost the house he had hoped to

restore as a fashionable restaurant for the World's Fair, he still
stood ,a good chance of regaining his investment.

The land was valued

at $5.00 per square foot even with the destroyed house on it.
was 30,000 square feet (Lowry, 13 November 1979, p. 1).

The lot

Two years

earlier the Crowder house on Clinch Avenue and Fourteenth Street was
destroyed by fire.

"In both cases, the houses were the first to be

destroyed in otherwise historically intact blocks."
Destroyed," 1978, p. 1)

("Condon House
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On October 29, 1980, a university student died in a fire which
estroyed a Victorian house on Laurel Avenue and Fourteenth Street
:cavender, 7 December 1980, sec. C, p. 1).

Even before the student's

ieath, safety problems of substandard housing had gained some publicity.
~n article in the February 12, 1980, issue of The Daily Beacon quoted
the city Codes Enforcement Inspector, "About 95% of the houses in Fort
Sanders have violations . .

" Between August, 1979, and February,

1980, two hundred and nine of the houses were fully inspected.

As a

result, fifteen houses were condemned and five of those were torn down
("Night Student," 21 February 1980, p. 1).

After the student's death,

the media brought pressure for safety inspections.

The Knoxville

News-Sentinel requested action from officials after reporters randomly
inspected fourteen houses.

As a result, another nineteenth century

house has been condemned alcing with a house of a later period.

•~ften

buildings in the area are converted into apartments without any city
inspection office being notified" resulting in a serious lag in city
safety inspection (Cavender, 7 December 1980, sec. C, p. 1).

There is

no doubt that more houses will be lost to fire and more converted to
apartments.
The land use pattern which emerged by the 1970's was largely
shaped by five major facilities, which not only occupied significant
portions of the actual land area, but also shaped the functions
located on surrounding property.

These facilities included The

University of Tennessee main campus, the commercial strip along
Cumberland Avenue, the medical care complex, the wholesale area along
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Grand Avenue, and the industrial sections along the railroad yards
(Booher, et al., 1973, p. 7).
In addition to these dominant land use patterns neighborhood
commercial activities and medical professional offices are
scattered throughout the Fort Sanders area. Of particular
significance is the commercial area located near Western
Avenue on Forest Avenue. Also, office facilities are
located along Clinch between Eleventh Street and Fourteenth
Street. (Booher, et al., 1973, p. 8)
The general historical sketch indicates that Old West Knoxville
developed over a long period of time from as early as 1859 to 1950 when
the last parcel of vacant land was paved for a parking lot.

Moreover,

this historical account shows that some areas were being redeveloped
even before other sections had begun development.

Lastly, the area

was not exclusively developed by one economic class, although the
vast majority of initial development was residential single-family
housing.

CHAPTER III
CASE STUDIES
Initial settlement, development, and subsequent filtering are
documented in historical sources.

The combined information from city

directories, Sanborn maps, field work, courthouse and archival records,
and the East Tennessee Community Design Center study provide relatively
complete and detailed histories of each block.
Seven blocks representing the history of Old West Knoxville were
selected for detailed study of filtering (Figure 5, p. 16 and discussion
of block selection, pp. 14, 17).

Each block is examined from its first

residential occupancy to the present period.

Residential and ownership

patterns are illustrated with tables as well as described in the text.
All information in this chapter was compiled from the sources listed
above unless otherwise indicated.
Block #1
By 1890 four houses occupied case study Block #1,

Two of the

houses were the residences of prominent Knoxville businessmen.

J. W.

Fletcher at 401 Clinch was vice president of a real estate company as
well as a manager of a savings and loan association.

Alexander

McMillian at 410 White Avenue was also in the real estate and insurance
business.

Both men's names appear in the 1895 Knoxville Blue Book of

Selected Names of Knoxville and Suburban Towns.
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Not much change occurred between 1890 and 1903, the next year for
which a Sanborn map is available.

The Fletchers left the block,

replaced by the William Fulton family.

William Fulton was employed by

the United States observatory at The University of Tennessee.
Building density increased between 1903 and 1917.

The 1917

Sanborn Map indicates two houses were destroyed or removed for unknown
causes in the intervening period and one was modified.
corner lot, three houses replaced one earlier home.
replaced a previous smaller structure next door.
lot had been subdivided.
which remained intact.

back of this lot.

A large house

The northeast corner

A duplex was built west of the original home
In addition, a house was built along the alley

facing Fourth Street (now Twelfth Street).
modified and enlarged.

On the northeast

The house at 412 appeared

A free standing greenhouse was added to the

The out buildings had also changed from the stables

and wood sheds of earlier times to "auto houses" along the alleyways
(Figure 12).
The residents of the block in 1917 were largely professional people
and their families.

They included a university professor, a physician,

the vice president of a marble company, and the president of a drug
company.

One important exception was the house at 1218 Clinch Avenue

which housed the Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity.
The block remained stable through the 1920's, but by 1948
filtering was very apparent.

The northeast corner house had been

converted into six apartments, while 1218 Clinch, no longer housing
fraternity brothers, was called Maple Apartments.

The house at 1220

so
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was the residence of C. P. Millirons, who ran a home business, the Vapo
Bath Clinic.
By 1960 the residential character of Block #1 had undergone a
complete change.

Renters dominated the block.

The three houses on

White Avenue, occupied by widows in 1948, are good examples of neighborhood change.

The house at 1207 was converted to a private school;

1211 was converted to apartments; and 1215 was converted to the Little
United Nations House, renting to foreign students.
1960 population density increased markedly.

Between 1948 and

Widows, students, TVA

and railroad clerks, an iron worker, and a university instructor were
some of the block residents (Table 1).
By 1976 two major changes again had transformed the character of
the block.

Three houses were replaced by parking lots.

Two houses

were occupied by their owners, and seven are rented by absentee land
owners to university students.
At the present time two houses are still owner occupied, and seven
are owned by absentee landlords, all of whom live in Knoxville with five
actually living in the Fort Sanders neighborhood (Table 2).
Summarizing the residential history of Block #1 may clarify the
changes.

The block had its beginnings as a prestigious residential

location.

Middle and upper class professionals and their families

lived in owner occupied homes in this block through the 1930's.

By 1948

filtering had begun as some owners were renting basement or attic apartments.

Several homes were occupied by widows.

Within twelve years,

five houses had been flatted, providing housing for a wide variety of
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TABLE 1
RESIDENTIAL PATTERN, BLOCK #1, 1890-1976

Year

Address
1890
Clinch
120 2*

p

1903

p

1917

19 24

P------P

1208

p

p

1210

p

u

121 2

u

1218

N

1220

1948

1960

NNNPS NNPPW

s
u

PS
UV

P------P------P------P ------W
Frat. Frat.
u House House PPPNN PPNNU
Home
p
p
Bus.P-----W

1976

ss
ssssss
sss
sss
sssss
sssss .

White
1207

P-- - ---P------P----- - P-------P
Private
p
p
w School

1211

P------W----- - W

1215

P------P

1221

P-----P------P------P

1201

12th
609

u

s

602

p

p

13th

S
P
V
W
N
U

UUNNS

w wsss sssss
p
N ussss
NN

UV

ssss

N

NN

ssss

Student
Professional
Vacant
Widow
Nonprofessional
Occupation Unknown
Same Occupant

* 1202 Clinch Avenue house was built in 1876 and was the only
occupied house on this block in 1885. Today it is one of the
oldest houses in Old West Knoxville.
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TABLE 2
OWNERSHIP PATTERN, BLOCK #1, 1900-1980

Year

Address
1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

Clinch
1202
1208/1210
1212

12i8

x-----x---- -------x---- -x---------- ----(AFS)
x---------- ------------ --------x-- -----(AFS)
x----------- --------x(A FS)

1220

x----------- --x----x--(A K)

1201

1215

x-x-------- ---------x- ------------ -------(00)
x---------- ------------ --x----x--- - --(UT)
x----------- --------x-x --x----x--- ---(UT)
x-------x--- -x-------(A K)

1221

x--x------- --------(00 )

White
1207
1211

12th
609

x---------x- x-------x--- ----(AFS)

602

x------x---- --(AFS)

13th

(

)

AFS
AK
AOS
ATN
00
UT
X

Present owner
Absentee owner residing in Fort Sanders
Absentee owner residing in Knoxville
Absentee owner residing out of the State of Tennessee
Absentee owner residing in Tennessee
Owner occupied
Owner is University of Tennessee
Indicates change of ownership
Indicates temporal extent of deed search
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renters.

Renters and their cars now dominate the block with three

houses gone and three lots paved for parking.
are owned by The University of Tennessee.

Two of the paved lots

The renters are no longer

varied in age and occupation, but are all university students.
two owner occupied houses remain on this block.

Yet,

One of the oldest

houses in all of Old West Knoxville, 1202 Clinch, is a student rental.
Block #2
The second case study block is on the northern edge of the study
area.

By 1890 five plain two story frame houses had been built on the

Forest Avenue side of the block.

The occupants were cabinet makers,

carpenters, and a trolley driver and their families.

By 1903 eleven

houses stood on the Forest Avenue half of the block (one on a side lot
facing Nineteenth Street).

The five new houses were long houses on

very narrow lots, and appear to be very similar if not identical in
design.

The new neighbors were employed in occupations similar to the

older residents.
and carpenters.

They included a barber, a railway laborer, a driver,
The northwest corner building served as a corner

grocery as well as a home.
Across the alley on the Highland Avenue side of the block, seven
lots had been layed out and three large and comparatively elaborate
homes built.

The residents included a widow, a minister, and a

carpenter (Figure 13).
By 1917 the character of the north side of the block was virtually
unchanged.

A grocery store occupied half of the corner building, but
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th~ owner rented the other half to tenants while he lived three houses
east on Forest Avenue.
the north side.
added.

The south side of the block began to resemble

It had nine narrow lots and five houses had been

The new residents were largely railroad workers and their

families (Table 3).
In 1924 this block could easily be described by the words of
James Agee:

"It was a little bit mixed sort of block, fairly solidly

lower middle class, with one or two juts apiece on either side of that."
J. R. Hood still owned the corner grocery, but he no longer lived on
the block.
The corner grocery's name changed from Hood
Forest Avenue Grocery between 1924 and 1948.

&Sons

Grocery to

The second floor was

rented to a teacher for the blind, the only professional resident on
the north side of the block.

Several professionals lived on the south

side of the block, including a registered nurse who rented a second
floor apartment from the retired owner occupant, F. D. Webster.
The stability of this block precluded filtering.
In the 1960's the seeds of filtering were sown in this case study
block.
widows.

Two houses stood vacant in 1960, and six were the residences of
One house on Forest Avenue had been converted to apartments,

and three houses on Highland had upstairs rentals.

Nearly every house

on the block changed ownership between 1960 and 1970.

Several changed

ownership two and even three times in that ten year period (Table 4).
Much of the real estate activity appears to have been speculative in
nature.

Vacancies were high in the late 1950's and early 1960's, which
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TABLE 3
RESIDENTIAL PATTERN, BLOCK #2, 1890-1976

Year

Address
1890

1903

1917

Forest

1924

1948

1960

1976

1802

V

N

N

u

N

NN

p

1804

N

N

u

u

N

N

uu

1808

N

N

u

N

N

1814

u

N

N

UN

NN

1816

N

w

N

N

N

w
w
w

1818

N

N

N

N

N

1820

N

N------N

u

V

1822

u

w

N------N

V

sss
sss
sss
sss
sss
sss
sss
sss

1828
1830
1832

WNNV
u
N------N
NW
N
u
N-----PW
Grocery--------------- ------Grocery
p
P------P

Highland

N

sss

1817

N------N------N

1819

N------N
p
N

p

p

sss
sss
s
sss
sssss
ss
sss

N

u

SU

p

p

p

N

p

p

p

N

sss
sss

1801

w

1805

P------U

NN

PU

N------P
N

N

p

1809
1813/1815

1821
1823
1825

s
p

Student
Professional

N

N

N

V Vacant
w Widow

p

w

WV
N

N Nonprofessional

u Occupation Unknown
Sarne Occupant
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TABLE 4
OWNERSHIP PATTERN, BLOCK #2, 1900-1980

Year

Address
1900

Forest

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1802

x------x---x-x- -- (AK)

1804

x-------------- x-x-- (AK)
x-------------- --x-- (AK)

1808

x-x----x------ --------------x -x-----x---- (AK)
x-------------- --------------x --- (AK)

1814
1816

x- -- ----------x---- -------x-x-x-------------- ---------x----- -------x--xx-------------- ---x-x-----x-x-------------x -------x-x----x -

1818
1820
1822
1828
1830/1832

Highland
1801
1805
1805
1809
1815
1817
1819
1821
1823
1825
1847

)

(
AK
00
x

(AK)
(AK)
(AK)
(AK)

x----------x--- ---- (AK)
x------------- --------------- ---- - ----xxx (AK)
x---x----x--x- --------- (AK)
x-x-----x-x--- ----- (AK)
xx-x--------x- ------ (00)
x---------x--x -x------------x (AK)
x-------------- -----------x--- ----------- (00)
x-------------- -------x------- ------x-x (AK)
x-------------- ------x-x (AK)
x------ (AK)
x-------------- --------------- ----x-x (AK)
x------ (AK)

Present owner
Absentee owner residing in Knoxville
Owner occupied
Indicates change of ownership
Indicates temporal extent of deed search
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may have had the effect of depressing prices.

Suburban developments on

Knoxville's fringes were attracting homeowners out of the central city
neighborhoods.

The university was just beginning major expansion.

It

was a good time to buy old homes for conversion into multiple unit
rentals.
The second major factor in the block's filtering was a rather
sudden demand for apartment housing near the university.
/

As noted

before, student population mushroomed in the 1960's, and liberal
changes in student housing regulations made off campus living "legal."
By 1976 every house in the block was rented to students except three:
one house was vacant, one occupied by a salesman, and one had two
residents of unknown occupation.
In the late 1960's and early 1970's, one investor purchased many
of the houses as they became available.

Now one investor owns all of

the Forest Avenue side and five of the lots on the Highland Avenue
side.

This block, stable and unchanging in residential character for

over fifty years, changed drastically in a short time from family homes
to student rentals.
Block #3
The first two case study blocks varied from each other in initial
development and residential change.
south of Cumberland Avenue.

The third block to be examined is

Although this block was not included in

the Sanborn maps until 1917, its settlement began prior to 1900.

An

1886 lithograph of Knoxville shows several houses on this block at a
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time when the Forest Avenue landscape was still covered by Civil War
relics and no streets were layed out.

The 1890 city directory lists

five residents including three widows.
By 1903 seven additional houses had been built.

The residents

were overwhelmingly professionals including several lawyers.
The Sanborn map of 1917 documents twenty-two houses on this large
block.

Three small houses face the narrow north end along Rose

Avenue.

Several houses are extremely large, and two included separate

servants quarters along the alley.

Many lots have "auto houses"

and one has an attached garage (Figure 14).
This block continued to be the home of company presidents, lawyers,
and business executives through the 1920's.

Yet only one block to the

east was an area of unpaved streets and small houses occupied by
black laborers and cooks, many of whom, to be sure, were the hired
help _of the wealthy residents of Temple and Ninth.
Early filtering characteristics were apparent by 1948.

Second

story and basement apartments were common in owner occupied homes.

At

926 Ninth, Loyal Durand, Jr., a university professor of geography,
rented the basement apartment in his home to a university foreign
student.

Sigma Alp~~__].ps..itn Fraternity had moved into 938 Ninth

Street, and 907 and 955 Temple Avenue had both been converted into
four apartments.
917 Temple.

A dance studio had -been added behind the house at

Annie McGhee Dancing Schodl was behind the home of

Mrs. K. C. McGhee, a descendant of Knoxville founder, James White.
influx of renters added clerks, teachers, and other white collar
workers to the lawyers and executives as block residents.

The
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The influence of the proximity of The University of Tennessee to
this block was clear in 1960.
the university.

Two large houses had been purchased by

One was converted to student intern quarters and

another into a dormitory.

Four large houses were occupied by fraterni-

ties.

The University of Tennessee Christian Student Center took another

home.

The very large house at 955 Temple was converted into a rooming

house for twenty roomers, fourteen of whom were university students.
clear example of filtering.

A

The owner lived in and managed his invest-

ment (Table 5).
The Yale Avenue Urban Renewal Project during the early 1960's
resulted in the condemnation of all of the buildings on this block.
The prices paid to the owners ranged from $12,000.00 for a Rose Avenue
house to $137,000.00 for the rooming house on Temple.

At the time of

condemnation, thirty-three renters and the owner were given notice to
vacate.

Many residents in the urban renewal area fought condemnation,

and some waited for eviction notices before finally leaving their homes.
Most of the homeowners on this block received from $24,000.00 to
$50,000.00 for their homes (Table 6).

The area has been redesigned,

street layout modified, and University of Tennessee classrooms and
offices now have replaced the homes and yards of a past era.
Block #4
Approximately five blocks west of the once elegant Temple Avenue
and Ninth Street block was located case study Block #4.
was considerable between the two blocks.

The contrast

The fourth case study block

TABLE 5
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RESIDENTIAL PATTERN, BLOCK #3, 1890-1976

Year

Address
1890

1903

1917

1924

1948

1960

1976

Temple
903

p

P- - ----W------W
NNNV
ss
N------N------N

w

P--- - --P------P

907
911

P- - --- - P

917

p

p

919

p

w

921
925

p

p

941

w

945

PW

p

949
955

P------P----- -W

900

p

Ninth
W-----WP

p

SN
UT Intern
Quarters

N------N
N
SSW
UP

P------P------P
V
P------W

910

N

UT Dorm

u

s

p

Frat.
House

u

p

ssssssssssss

VUNP SSSSUUUNNNPP
NP

Frat.
Hous e

P------P

916

P------U
SP
P------P-----VP

922

P------P

926

W------P

928

w

p

p

932

p

p

WPP

934

W------W

p

u

938

P------P

P------P

UP

p

SP-----SP
Christian
p St. Center
Frat.
u Hous e
Frat.
Frat.
House
House

Rose

w

p

p

u

1620

p

p

UP

NN

1622

p

p

NP

wuv

1618

N

S Student; P Professional; V Vacant; W Widow;
N Nonprofessional; U Occupation Unknown; ---Same Occupant.
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TABLE 6
OWNERSHIP PATTERN, BLOCK #3, 1900- 1980

Addre ss

Year
1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

Temple
903

(UT)

907
911

1980

(UT)
$ 25,00 0

00*

x---- ----- --x-- ---

917

(UT)
(UT)

919

(UT)

921

$ 30,00 0

00*

x---- ----- ----- -x--- --

(UT)

941

$ 14,00 0

AU*

x---- ----- ----- ----- ----- ---x- - --

(UT)

945

$ 37,68 3

FT*

x---- -

(UT)

949

$ 50,00 0

00*

x---- --- ----- ---x- ----

(UT)

955

$137, 000

00+*

x---- ----- ----- -x--- --

(UT)

Ninth
.900

$ 25,00 0

FT*

$ 27,00 0

00*

x---- x---- ----- ----- ----- ----- -x--- --

(UT)

910

(UT)

916

$ 29,00 0

00*

x---- -- ----- -x--- --

(UT)

922

$ 28,00 0

00*

x---- ----- --x-- ---

(UT)

926

$ 31,00 0

00*

x---- ----- ----- ----- x---- -

(UT)

$ 24,45 0

FT*

938

$134, 250

FT*

x---- ----- ----- ----- x---- -

(UT)

1618

$ 13,00 0

AOS*

x---- ----- ----- ----x -----

(UT)

1620

$ 12,00 0

AFS*

x---- ----- ----- ----x -----

(UT)

1622

$ 12,75 0

AK*

x---- ----- ----- --x-- ---

(UT)

928
932

(UT)
x---- -

934

(UT)
(UT)

Rose
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TABLE 6 (continued)

(

)

AFS
AOS
AK
AU
FT
UT
00
00+

*
$
X

Owner
Absentee owner residing in Fort Sanders
Absentee owner residing out of the State of Tennessee
Absentee owner residing in Knoxville
Absentee owner place of residence unknown
Fraternity ownership
University of Tennessee is owner
Owner occupied
Owner occupied with roomers or renters
Owner at time of Yale Avenue Urban Renewal Project
Price of property as set by the courts for Yale Avenue
Urban Renewal Project acquisition
Indicates change of ownership
Indicates temporal extent of deed search
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developed after 1900.

The 1903 city directory listed two addresses:

2111 Yale Avenue which was vacant, and a mining engineer lived in the
house at 2119 Yale.
The railroad yards one block west influenced the occupations of the
residents.

In 1917 seven homes stood on the block:

railroad employees and their families.

five were homes of

In 1924 residents included four

railroad employees in the same seven houses.

One house, 2111 Yale,

had a rear rental occupied by a black laborer.

Two additional houses

had been built by 1924.
The only Sanborn map of this block, from the 1924 Sanborn book,
was corrected in 1933 (Figure 15).

At that time Twenty-first Street

was unpaved, and the block had nine houses with several out buildings
along the alley.
By 1948 one house, 2111 Yale, was converted into apartments, one
house was vacant, and three were occupied by widows.

The block

appeared ripe for filtering from blue collar family residents to rooming
houses or rentals.

But by 1960 the Lilly side of the block had not only

remained stable, but five new addresses had been added (Table 7).
new homes must have been small and close to each other.

The

The older homes

were less than twelve feet apart in some cases.
No listings are given in the 1960 city directory for the Yale
Avenue side of the block.

A search in earlier city directories pieced

together an interesting story.
Avenue were single family homes.
Avenue as in 1948.

In 1950, 2107, 2119, and 2125 Yale
Four apartments remained at 2111 Yale

Between 1952 and 1953, 2125 Yale Avenue was
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TABLE 7
RESIDENTIAL PATTERN, BLOCK #4, 1890-1976

Year

Address
1890

1903

Yale

1917

1924

1948

2111

V

N------N---- --W
NNNN
NN
N

2119

p

N------N

2107

1960

w
V

2125

Lilly
2102

W-------W
p
N

2108

N

2110

NS

2100

N------N

2116

N

2118

s
N

N

2124
2126

V

N

2128

V

p

P-------N
u
u

2130 ,

N

N

u

S
P
V
W
N
U

Student
Professiona l
Vacant
Widow
Nonprofessi onal
Occupation Unknown
Same Occupant

w

1976
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Mr. Lonas lived

converted from a residence to Lonas Electric Company.
in and owned 2119 Yale Avenue.

The next change came in 1956 when the

house at 2119 Yale became the Shultz Convalescent Home, and 2125 became
a warehouse for Cheatham Thad Motors.
to the block:

In 1957 a new building was added

2115 Yale Avenue was the Pettit Cliff Lincoln-Mercury

warehouse, 2107 was still owner occupied, 2111 was still four apartments,
but three were vacant, and 2119 was Lane's Convalescent Home.

The home

was apparently a home business, since Mr. Lane's address is the second
floor of 2119 Yale Avenue.

The house at 2125 Yale was no longer

included in the city directory listings.
2107, 2111, and 2119 Yale as torn down.

The 1958 city directory lists
A new address, 2233, is the

location of The University of Tennessee Motor Pool.

After 1958 the city

directory no longer listed any address on Yale Avenue after Twentysecond Street.

Presumably the university motor pool continued to occupy

the northern half of the block until urban renewal and redevelopment.
At the time of urban renewal, four Lilly Avenue houses were owner
occupied, the remaining were rentals.

One absentee landlord lived only

a block away, two others were also Knoxvillians but lived out of the
area, and one resided in Chattanooga.

The condemned houses ranged

in value from $2,600.00 for 2130 Lilly to $8,500.00 for 2100 Lilly.
Clearly the homes were modest ones (Table 8).
Urban renewal ended domestic housing in Block #4.

Today no

remnant remains of the Lilly Avenue homes or even of Lilly Avenue.
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TABLE 8
OWNERSHIP PATTERN, BLOCK #4, 1900-1980

Year

Address
1900

1910

Yale

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

2107

00*

x---- --x-------- --

(UT)

2111

AU*

x-------x------ --- -

(UT)
(UT)

2115
00+*

2119

x-----x-------- ---

(UT)

2125

(UT)

2133

(UT)

Lilly
2100

$ 8,500

00*

2102

$ 4,050

2110

x-------

(UT)

ATN*

x---x-------

(UT)

$11,400

AWK*

x-----x-------

(UT)

2116

$12,400

AK*

x--x-------

(UT)

2124

$ 4,950
$ 4,850

00*

x-------

(UT)

00*

x-------x------ -

(UT)

$ 2,700
$ 2,600

AK*

x-------x------ -

(UT)

00*

x-----x-------

(UT)

2126
2128
2130
)

(

AK
ATN
AU
AWK
00
00+
UT
*
$
X

(& 2118 jointly owned)

Owner
Absentee owner residing in Knoxville
Absentee owner residing in Tennessee
Absentee owner place of residence unknown
Absentee owner residing in Old West Knoxville
Owner occupied
Owner occupied with roomers or renters
University of Tennessee is owner
Owner at time of Yale Avenue Urban Renewal
Price of property as set by the courts for Yale Avenue
Urban Renewal acquisition
Indicates change of ownership
Indicates temporal extent of deed search

i11•

'·
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Block #5
Block #5 was first developed as a part of the large and luxurious
White estate of the descendants of Knoxville founder, James White.

In

addition to the main house and the guest house, the estate had tennis
cotirts and large landscaped gardens ('~ap of White's Estate and H. H.
Thrasher Property off Kingston Pike," is on microfilm at the Knoxville
City Engineer's office).
and subdivided.

Between 1910 and 1920, the estate was sold

Lake and Terrace Avenues cut through the old estate,

running east and west, with additional streets cutting through from
north to south.
By 1924 the city directory listed three occupied homes on the Lake
Avenue side with a fourth under construction, and two homes on Terrace
Avenue (Hillside).

The occupants were managers and business executives,

including the president of Knox Paper Company.
The block's homes were large Neo-Colonial and other stylish
structures of the time.
block (Figure 16).

By 1948 eleven homes filled the case study

The home owner occupants were well established

businessmen, a minister, a physician, and the dean of The University of
Tennessee College of Liberal Arts, Dean L. H. Hesler.

The area was

solidly upper middle class in character (Table 9).
Between 1948 and 1960, at least seven of the homes had changed
ownership.

The new owners were occupants, and the houses were retained

as family residences.

There were no signs of filtering, and only one

resident was a university student.

The remainder were in the same

general areas of occupation as the previous owners.
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TABLE 9
RESIDENTIAL PATTERN, BLOCK #5, 1890-1976

Year

Address
1890

1903

1917

1924

1948

1960

1976

Lake
Frat.
House

p

V

1804

p

p

1806

p

p

V
Frat.
House

p

p

Office

u

p

Office

w

p

Office

1816

p

s

p

1818

p

p

p

1800

1810

p

p

1812
1814

w

1-'

Terrace
1831

P------P-------P

1841

p

p

1845

p

p

Office
Frat.
House

UP

u

p

1851

S
P
V
W

p

Student
Professional
Vacant
Widow

p

N
U

Nonprofessional
Occupation Unknown
Sarne Occupant

't
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The influence of the proximity of the university on the character
Four homes were owner occupied.

of this block is apparent by 1976.

But

as houses were sold between 1960 and 1976, the new owners were not
interested in family housing.

The University of Tennessee had purchased

six homes and rented three to fraternities.

The other three homes were

converted to offices and housed the East Tennessee Development District,
The University of Tennessee Rehabilitation Center, and an annex to the
Department of Economics.
Today The University of Tennessee owns all of the houses on this
section of Lake Avenue except 1818 Lake, which is owned by an absentee
landlord.

Two houses on Terrace are owner occupied (Table 10) .

Filtering never really occurred on this block.

House use went

directlY, from upper middle class residential use to nonresidential use,
primarily as a result of the university's policy of buying houses in the
area_as they came on the market.

This block was not included in the

Yale Avenue Urban Renewal Project.
Block #6
The far west edge of Fort Sanders was the last of the study area to
be developed.

Block #6 had no housing until the 1920's.

The first

occupants in the nine residences listed in the 1924 city directory were
predominantly white collar workers and professionals of moderate income
levels.

Included were a university professor, a civil engineer, and a

salesman and their families.

By 1948, seventeen houses on small narrow

lots filled this block (Figure 17).

The middle class character of the
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TABLE 10
OWNERSHIP PATTERN, BLOCK #5, 1900-1980

Year

Address
1900
Lake
1802
1804

1920

1910

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

x---------x --x---- (UT)
x--xx----- --------x-- ------------ - X (UT)
x-----x--x- ------ (UT)
x-- -- -- (UT)

1806
1810
1814
1816

--x --------- x--------x (UT)
x---------- ----------x -x-----x--- --- (UT)
x---------- ----------x ---x------- -x (UT)

1818

x--- ----------- ----------- --- -- -------x (AK)

Terrace
1831

x---------- ------x-x-- --x-------- -------- (00)

1812

X

----------

1841
1854
1851
)

(

AK
00
UT
X

x---------- --- x- x---x- - ---- .____ (00)
Owner
Absentee owner residing in Knoxville
Owner occupied
University of Tennessee is owner
Indicates change of ownership
Indicates temporal extent of deed search
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block was clearly indicated by the occupations of the residents.

An

attorney, a cashier, a landscape architect, a university instructor, an
insurance agent, and an L

&N Railroad

yard master were included in the

1948 city directory.
Like Block #5 this block remained stable into the early 1960's.
There was no urban renewal, no flatting of houses for apartments, and
no vacant houses were listed in the 1960 directory.

The type of

residents as indicated by their occupations had also remained stable.
But four of the houses were occupied by widows, and the key to whether
filtering would begin lies in the turnover of these houses.
In 1976, 2203 Clinch Avenue and 505 Twenty-second Street were
student rentals.

The home at 2210 Laurel Avenue stood empty, but 2215

Clinch had been purchased as a single family owner occupied home by a
university professor.

Filtering had taken place in two houses, and it

was possible the vacant house would follow this pattern.

One other

house on the block had become a student rental, and two more stood
empty.

Another house had been converted to psychologist offices.

Clearly a major change was possible in case study Block #6.

But half

of the houses were still owner occupied middle class family residences.
In the next sixteen years, the block remained stable even though
the possibility for further filtering continued (Table 11).
of the homes are owner occupied family dw~llings.

Today eight

Nine are owned by

absentee landlords, and students are the predominant renters (Table 12).
There was never a period of time when the block was subject to an influx
of nonprofessional residents.

'flllllll
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TABLE 11
RESIDENTIAL PATTERN, BLOCK #6, 1890-1976

Year

Address
1890

1903

Clinch

1917

1924

p

2201
2203

1960

u

N

W.,..- -- ~-W

u

2205

p

p

2209

p

P-----.,.P
p

2211
2213

u

2215
p

V

w
N

u

sss
p

U------U

Office

P------W

p

2200

s

p

uu

2202

N

u

2208

p

p

u
u

2210

p

p

w

V

2218

p

p

p

p

2222

w

u

V

2226

P------P------P

2230

p

P------P

505

p

w

22nd

p

sss

N------N

Laurel

s

p

1976

p

2217

u

1948

Student
Professional
Vacant
Widow
Nonprofessional
Occupation Unknown
Same Occupant

p

sss
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TABLE 12
OWNERSHIP PATTERN, BLOCK #6, 1900-198 0

Year

Address
1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

Clinch

1980

2201

(AFS)

2203

(00)
X - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - -

2205

x------- -------- ---x-x
x------- -----x-

2209
2211

(

ATN)

(AFS)
(00)
(00)

2215

x------- ---x
x--x---- xx

2217

x------- ---x-

(AU)

2200

x-- - -------- -x

(AU)
(AK)

x-----x -----x------- -xx

(00)

x--x~-- ------- - x--x

(00)

2213

Laurel
2202
2208
2210
2218
2222

(00)

(AFS)

(00)

2226
22nd

(AOS)

2230

x----x

(ATN)

sos

x------- ------x- -

(ATN)

)

(

AFS
AK
AOS
ATN
AU
00
X

Owner
Absentee owner residing in Fort Sanders
Absentee owner residing in Knoxvil le
Absentee owner residing out of the State of Tenness ee
Absentee owner residing in Tenness ee
Absentee owner place of residenc e unknown
Owner occupied
Indicate s change of ownersh ip
Indicate s tempora l extent of deed search
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Block #7
A variety of patterns have emerged in the residential change of the
first six case study blocks.
Avenue on its south side .

Case study Block #7 faces Cumberland

At one time the land on both sides of

Cumberland, with the exception of the university "Hill" area, was all
residential.

Today it is known as "The Strip."

The east end is

dominated by The University of Tennessee, including the Main Library and
the Law School.

The west part is devoted to commercial use.

Block #7

includes the section of Cumberland between Twentieth and Twenty-first
Streets.
Like Block #6, this block developed prirnarily in the
1920's.

In 1924, ten stylish house~, all occupied by professionals and

their families, filled case study Block #7.

Six large houses faced

Cumberland and three smaller homes faced Twentieth Street.

One home

on a _very deep lot faced Twenty-first Street (Figure 18).
By 1948 three houses had been built on White Avenue, and the
Cumberland side had begun to change to commercial use.

A service

station replaced the homes at 2001 and 2005 Cumberland, and 2011
Cumberland had been converted to a sporting goods store.
houses were still residential.

Dean Fitzgerald resided at 2015 Cumber-

land, and 2017 was a family home as well.
been converted to a coffee shop.

Only two

The west corner house had

The homes on Twentieth and Twenty-

first Streets were still residential, only one included a renter as well
as the owner.

No filtering had occurred, rather a change of use took

place on the Cumberland side of the block, while the other parts of the
block remained stable.
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By 1960 the commercial changeover had been completed on Cumberland.
Two students rented rooms in the rear of the sporting goods store.

They

were the only residents on this section of Cumberland.
The occupant owner of 703 Twentieth rented rooms to a university
instructor, and owned the house next door which he converted into a
student rental.

White Avenue remained unchanged in character in 1960.

The commercial establishments changed on Cumberland between 1960
and 1976.

All remaining houses which had been converted to businesses

were leveled.
they do today.

Only two establishments occupied the block by 1976 as
Nearly half of the Cumberland side is a Shell service

station and the remainder is a Kentucky Fried Chicken fast food shop
with a drive through window and ample parking.
By 1976 the owner occupant at 703 Twentieth had also purchased
709 Twentieth.

She used both 701 and 709 as rental income, and had

three students rooming in her residence as well.
The house on Twenty-first Street had changed hands in the late
1960's, and the use had changed from residential to medical.
in 1976, 710 Twenty-first Street is a dentist's office.

Today as

The houses on

White were still single family homes in 1976 as they are today
(Table 13).
In this last block, filtering has occurred only on the Twentieth
Street side of the block, and the change was from middle class homes
to student rentals without any intervening changes in residential
character (Table 14).

The change of land use from residential to

commercial and medical uses is not a form of filtering as defined in
this thesis.
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TABLE 13
RESIDENTIAL PATTERN, BLOCK #7, 1890-1976

Year
Address

1890

1903

1917

1948

1924

White

1960

1976

2012

u

W------P

2016

p

P------P

2020

W-----NP--- ---P
Gas
Station---- ------

Cumberland
2001

P

2005

p

2011

p

2013

P-----P

2017

p

2021

U Cof.Shp. Business Ky.Chick

20th

p

701

Store
SS
N

Business

N

PP

UV

sss

P-----PP---P SSS

703
711

p

p

713 (house trailer behind 711)

p

u

710

p

N

21st

S
P
V
W
N
U

Store
PP

Student
Professiona l
Vacant
Widow
Nonprofessi onal
Occupation Unknown
Same Occupant

p

P

sss

Med.Off.
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TABLE 14
OWNERSHIP PATTERN, BLOCK #7, 1900-1980

Year
Address

1900

White

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

2016

x-x------ -----x---- ----(AFS )
x-------- ------x-x x-------- --- (00)

2020

(00)

2012

Cumberland
2001

x-------- ----x

2005

x-------- ---x

2011

x-------- -x

2013

1----------------(AOS)
x-----

2017
2021
20th ·

x-------- x----- --------x --

703

x-x--x--x --x------ ---------- ---------- -(AFS)
x-------- ---------- ---------- (00+)

711

x-------- ---------- -x------- (AFS)

701

21st
710
)

(

AFS
AOS
00+
00
X

x-------- --------- -x--x---- x----Owner
Absentee owner residing in Fort Sanders
Absentee owner residing out of the State of Tennessee
Owner occupied with roomers or renters
Owner occupied
Indicates change of ownership
Indicates temporal extent of deed search
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Summary of the Case Studies
The residential histories of the seven case study blocks are
clearly varied.

In the 1940's when filtering was in process in the east

section of Old West Knoxville, the west section was still in the stage
of initial settlement.

When single family residences on Temple Avenue

included large houses on large lots and some detached servant quarters,
other single family homes only seven blocks west on Yale Avenue were
crowded on small lots and bordered by unpaved streets.

Care must be

taken to avoid over generalization in summarizing residential histories.
Of the seven case study blocks only one followed the filtering pattern
most often described in urban studies literature.

On the block between

Clinch and White Avenues technologically obsolete Victorian homes were
subdivided into apartments in the 1940's and 1950's.

The residents

gradually changed from upper middle class owner occupants to middle and
lower middle class renters, and finally in the 1960's to student renters.
The most stable case study block is the one in the far west section
between Laurel and Clinch Avenues.

Nearly half of the original houses

are still owner occupied homes of professional people.

Yet one house

has been converted to medical offices, and the remaining houses are
student rentals.

In even the most stable section, students make up

approximately half of the population.
The three owner occupied houses on the north side of case study
Block #7 are in good repair.

They are brick Neo-Colonial and English

Cottage styles which have maintained their appeal over the years in
Knoxville.

Neo-Colonial styles can be found in the newest subdivisions
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of west Knox County.

The other three remaining houses are frame

eclectic box bungalow styles.

All three are owned by one elderly

woman who resides in one and rents rooms to students in all three.

The

south side of the block is commercial, and a dentist's office is the
The block directly

only structure on the west side of this block.

north of the case study Block #7 is occupied by East Tennessee Children's
Hospital which is currently building a new wing.

The block's future

depends on the change of ownership of the three houses on Twentieth
Street which may be only a few years away.

Further intrusion of non-

residential land use is the most probable change due to the pressure
from the commercial and medical facilities.
The policies of The University of Tennessee had a direct impact on
the three case study blocks south of Cumberland Avenue.

Filtering

was slowly changing the character of the block between Ninth Street and
Temp+e Avenue when the university began buying houses as they came up
for sale in the late 1950's and early 1960's.

The university either

converted the existing structures or razed them to make room for new
buildings or parking facilities.
This piecemeal growth was too slow to satisfy the university's need
for space.

The city government was sympathetic to university expansion.

The university represents a major economic asset to Knoxville as its
largest employer.

The Yale Avenue Urban Renewal project cleared over

thirty blocks of predominantly stable owner occupied homes to make room
for major campus expansion.
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Both case study Blocks# 3 and 4 were leveled under the auspices of
the Knoxville Community Development Corporation.

The block between

Lilly and Yale Avenues included five houses on the Lilly side of the
street less than fifteen years old at the time of urban renewal.

The

north side of the block had already been acquired by the university
prior to the Yale Avenue project.
Case study Block #5, spared from the bulldoxers, was located north
and outside of the urban renewal area.

This block was very stable from

initial development between 1920 and 1940 into the 1960's.

Many of the

popular Neo-Colonial style homes would probably have continued as
owner occupied homes to the present except for the insatiable appetite
of the university.

As houses have come up for sale in the area south

of Cumberland and north of the urban renewal project, the university
has acquired them.

Now the university owns all of the Lake Avenue houses

on this block except one.
The seven case study blocks make it clear that Old West Knoxville
was heterogeneous in its initial settlement and varied in its subsequent
residential change from section to section.
emerged in the study of the seven blocks.

But some common patterns
Frequently filtering was

preceded by a period in which a significant number of houses on a block
were occupied by widows.

Over all, vacancies were highest in the late

1950's and early 1960's.

The greatest rate of ownership change was

from the late 1950's into the 1960 1 s and continued high into the 1970's.
Absentee ownership and transient student roomers became the dominant
population in all sections in which original domestic housing exists.
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eting land uses
All secti ons conti nue to be under press ure from comp
which keep rent and prop erty value s high.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Describing the original settlement and subsequent residential
development of Old West Knoxville was one of the two main objectives of
this study.

Explaining the forces of change was the other.

Some of the

causes of filtering characteristic to North American inner-city
neighborhoods generally are an influence in Old West Knoxville's
residential history.

These include obsolete and out-moded houses,

improved transportation between the suburbs and the CBD, institutional
growth such as hospital facilities, and real estate speculation.

But

primarily filtering has been a result of University of Tennessee growth.
The complexity of small urban areas is not recognized nor
acknowledged in the literature.

In Old West Knoxville there was a

diverse population and varied land uses.

The filtering process took

many different forms, and occurred at different rates within a few
square city blocks.

To be sure Old West Knoxville is atypical of inner-

city neighborhoods in Knoxville.

Its history and present condition

vary from other central city areas because of the sphere of influence
radiating from the university.

In fact, the development of a student

ghetto may have precluded the development of another kind of ghetto, a
black ghetto or, more likely in Knoxville, a ghetto of displaced white
rural southerners.
Old West Knoxville fits the description found in Robert W. Bastian's
study of Terre Haute, Indiana:

"Upper-class residential neighborhoods
89
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established during the late nineteenth century form a distinctive
element in the urban landscape throughout English speaking North
America."

They were situated near the CBD, dominated by large

detached houses, and the unique decade reflect specific periods of
design and fashion (Bastian, 1975, p. 166).
But as authors Thomas and Morgan point out in their book,
Old Louisville, The Victorian Era, old came to mean out of fashion.
Victorian styles were regarded as ugly, dark, foreboding, and overfurnished by the modern eye of the twentieth century which prefers
functional design (Thomas and Morgan, 1975, p. 52).
George Barber was an outstanding Knoxville architect of the
Victorian persuasion.

His houses were constructed throughout the

United States, and continued to be built to some extent after 1900.
George Barber was the first in a long line of Barber architects in
Knoxyille.

His son, Charlie, followed his father's profession as have

Barbers to this day.

But, "Charlie thought his father's gingerbread

houses were 'ugly,' he preferred houses with clean, graceful lines."
(Brewer, 28 January 1981, sec. D, p. 1)

The Barber family illustrates

that change in taste was rapid in Knoxville, taking only one generation.
There is a new interest in historical architecture, but it must
be noted that the historical preservation movement is very recent.

The

authors of Old Louisville included a plea for recognition of the value
of Victorian architecture as recently as 1975:
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Our modern eye and taste are primarily attuned to the
beauty of smooth, shiny geometric surfaces, thus many
people understandably feel a closer aesthetic affinity
to the earlier classical forms of the Greek and
Renaissance Revivals than the later Richardsonian
[Victorian]. If, however, we approach this later work
with an open mind and more important, open eye, we
will discover some of its inherent beauty. (Thomas
and Morgan, 1975, p. 10)
Louisville is a larger city than Knoxville.
filtering was rapid after 1910.
by 1920.

In Old Louisville the

The area was a rooming house district

Much of Old Louisville was lost to urban renewal before the

depression (Thomas and Morgan, 1975, p. 10).
This theme or a variation of it has been repeated in many cities
as features which attracted nineteenth century residents repelled
twentieth century urbanites, and the growing ease of transportation
between the CBD and new suburbs led to middle class migration away from
the inner city.

In Knoxville the growing population favored the west

Knox County suburbs.

The city had expanded early in a westwardly

direction, following Kingston Pike which is a continuation .of Cumberland
Avenue west of Third Creek.

This growth was accelerated by the con-

struction of the interstate 1-40 West - 1-75 South which roughly
paralleled Kingston Pike west from the CBD to Kingston, Tennessee, for
approximately thirty miles.

Not only did the interstate system aid

development west of the inner-city and Old West Knoxville, but it served
to increase the isolation of Old West Knoxville from other areas and
increase traffic congestion within Old West Knoxville.
Interstate-75 South and 40 West added a barrier to movement on
the north side of Old West Knoxville.

The connector to the interstate
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system from Alcoa Highway accentuated the western boundary of the area .
The interstate exit on Seventeenth Street greatly increased the traffic
flow through Fort Sanders, carrying many university employees between
their suburban homes and university offices.
Seventeenth Street also served as a connector between the Fort
Sanders medical institutions and the interstate system.

Fort Sanders

Presbyterian Hospital originally developed on vacant land.

But by

the 1960's the hospital itself and associated facilities were replacing
houses.

Residential land use was lost to a competing land use which

could afford higher rent.

The pressure from the Fort Sanders medical

complex will continue to be great.

It is now called the Fort Sanders

Regional Medical Center, indicating the ambition of its administrators .
. Commercial use completely replaced residential on both sides of
Cumberland Avenue from Seventeenth Street west to Third Creek by 1960.
Retail functions continued to be concentrated along "The Strip" with
only occasional penetration beyond Cumberland.
The industrial and wholesaling functions on the study area's
periphery have not penetrated very deeply into Fort Sanders.

The

grocery wholesalers on the northern edge took some houses along Grand
and Forest Avenues, but are no longer expanding.

Business offices made

intrusions into Fort Sanders primarily along Clinch Avenue just west
of the viaduct connecting Fort Sanders to the CBD.
The variety of land use in the area became a problem to its ·
residents only when the medical care sector, commercial sector, and
educational sector began to expand.

Quiet neighborhood streets turned
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into congested collectors making pedestrian travel hazardous, impacting
the neighborhood.

The early diversity of land uses in Old West Knox-

ville was an asset to its residents who enjo·yed many conveniences within
walking distance.

This point was made clear in letters by members of

the Old West Knoxville community protesting condemnation of their
homes for the Yale Avenue Urban Renewal Project (Appendix).
R. J. Johnson in his book, Urban Residential Patterns, suggests
the urban researcher should look for a catalyst and a chain reaction in
periods of rapid filtering (Johnson, 1971, p. 98).

In Old West

Knoxville filtering was gradual and limited until the 1960's.

The

greatest amount of filtering was in the eastern section among the
oldest homes in the study area.

The case studies indicate that large

sections of Old West Knoxville remained stable until the late 1950's
and early 1960's.

Then two factors combined to alter drastically the

character of the area.

The catalyst was urban renewal combined with

student population growth.

Had the university expanded east across

Second Creek and into a decaying downtown section, the impact of the
increased student population would have been mitigated by a stable
residential population and a greater supply of housing.

Many homeowners

welcomed the opportunity to gain additional income from renting rooms
or small efficiency apartments in their homes.
The campus, however, expanded west not east, and a large and
stable urban residential area was condemned by means of urban renewal.
The impact was sudden and overwhelming.

Rapid filtering of the

remaining housing stock ensued as the potential for profit grew from the
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increased demand for student rentals.

Sections of Old West Knoxville

that had remained stable until the 1960's began a period of rapid filtering directly from owner occupied family homes to student rentals.
In

Today whole blocks are occupied by a transient student population.

the most stable blocks, at least one-third to one-half of the housing
is devoted to students.
The urban renewal project sealed the fate of Old West Knoxville.
The University of Tennessee had inadequate dormitory space for a
growing student population, and the fabric of the neighborhood had been
irrevocably disrupted.

South of Cumberland Avenue, urban renewal and

university expansion have all but totally eliminated residential land
use.

It is only a matter of time before the only residents south of

Cumberland, with the exception of those in university dormitories and
fraternities, will be in modern brick apartments.

The university has

continued to acquire property north of the campus and south of Cumberland.

In the summer of 1979, a fraternity was expelled from their

Melrose Avenue house which it had rented from the university.

The

vacant house was vandalized, and the university failed to repair the
damages, leaving the house open to the elements.

In January of 1980,

the university tore down the once large fine Neo-Colonial home.

The

university had no immediate plans for the empty lot ("AKL Destroyed,"
24 January, 1980, p. 1).

There are approximately nine houses in this

area owned by the university and rented by fraternities.

Many of the

other university owned houses have been converted to offices.
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University land use has also had an impact north of Cumberland
Avenue.

The Main Library, Law School, College of Home Economics, and

large dormitory complex line the north side of Cumberland.

University

ownership has penetrated north into Fort Sanders in the form of a large
married student apartment building and several smaller facilities such
as offices of the Graduate School of Planning, The Child Development
Center, and paved parking lots.
Only in the Fort Sanders part of Old West Knoxville has the
university's major impact not been in the form of direct land ownership,
but rather indirectly in the form of off-campus housing demands.
During the process of the thesis research, no block which still included
housing of any kind was found to be devoid of students.

The concen-

tration of students is greatest in the eastern section.

Only in the

area west of Twenty-second Street do a significant number of nonstudents
reside, and even there students make up approximately 50% of the
population.
The growth of the college student population coincided with a
period when the image of the American college student changed dramatically.

Many no longer saw college students as clean cut American

youth sowing a few wild oats on their way to respectable middle class
adulthood.

Rather, they were seen as discontented, shaggy radicals

engaged in cultural and political rebellion against "the system," and no
one knew where they were headed.

As it turned out, most were on their

way to respectable middle class adulthood.

Students of the 1960's were

not considered desirable neighbors for families.

As the student
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ation grew, so did absentee landlord ownership.

Housing was

allowed to deteriorate, and the student became a new, if temporary,
urban underclass living in slum housing.

The east section of Fort

Sanders became the center of a student ghetto with students penetrating
all parts of Fort Sanders
The landlords lacked economic motivations to maintain old houses
in good repair.

It was easy to rent even the shabbiest of apartments

during the late 1960's and into the early 1970's when housing pressure
was at its greatest.
Fort Sanders was high.

Moreover, land value of most of the lots in
If a house decayed beyond repair, the owner

could still realize a profit from the sale or leasing of the lot.

Today

there is no other inner city neighborhood in Knoxville with land values
as high as those in Fort Sanders despite the declining condition of
many of the remaining houses (Goolsby int ervi ew , September 1980) .
. Two types of privately owned housing remain:

brick apartments

designed with the express purpose of renting to students, and forty
to ninety year old houses built originally as owner occupied family
homes.

Most of the houses that are left have been converted to multi-

unit rentals or to nonresidential uses.
is threatened.

Moreover, much of this housing

There can be no doubt that more condemnation can be

expected, and the .threat of fire to old homes remains as a reality for
students and others residing in Fort Sanders.
A new element has been added to the changing landscape from the
business sector of the Knoxville community.

The site includes part of

the study area . . Most of the buildings lost to World's Fair construction
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were not houses, but industrial structures such as the Atlantic Ice
building at 1003 Cumberland, and the university's ceramic and ecology
labs on Tenth Street.
Seven houses in the World's Fair site are designated for
preservation (Vines, 27 April 1980, sec. C, p. 1).

Three of these

houses were considered to be too badly deteriorated by a 1971 East
Tennessee Community Design Center evaluation of Fort Sanders house
conditions to merit restoration.

The site itself does not penetrate

the study area beyond Eleventh Street, and is confined to the far
eastern edge.

But the actual impact of the fair may penetrate beyond

the specific location of the fair grounds.

To pursue a discussion of

the £air's impact on the residential history at this time would be
highly speculative, and is better left to future research.

It is the

opinion of this researcher that the future of Old West Knoxville's
resi~ential function has been shaped by past forces, and that the
World's Fair's impact will be short term and rather insignificant in
the long run.
Of potentially greater impact is the movement of middle class
families back to inner city neighborhoods.

Old housing, even if

deteriorated, is being saved by the new urbanites.

Victorian houses

are especially prized by the "trendy" people for their character and
history.

This nationally recognized movement is expected to continue

as the price of gasoline makes commuting less and less attractive, and
interest in historical preservation becomes a greater part of our
national consciousness.

The East Tennessee Community Design Center
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has identified nine inner city neighborhoods in Knoxville.

Four of

these neighborhoods, including Fort Sanders, are experiencing some
restoration.

Mechanicsville, across the tracks from Fort Sanders, was

recently chosen as a case study site by the National Trust for Historic
Preservation (Vines, 19 October 1980, sec. A, p. 12).

Old North

Knoxville and Fourth and Gill are both being restored and revitalized,
the former by the new urbanites moving back into the area, and the
latter by loyalists who never left their inner city neighborhood.
Fort Sanders has been the focus of a great deal of historical
preservationist activities and some grass roots urban neighborhood
organizing.

"A Walking Tour of Fort Sanders" was published by Knoxville

Heritage in 1977.

This booklet identifies and describes sixty his-

torically significant houses.

Knoxville Heritage has also made preser-

vation awards for restoration in Fort Sanders to several Knoxvillians
("Heritage Honors Preservationists," 10 March 1979, sec. C. p. 1).
Knoxville Heritage and the Fort Sanders Community Improvement
Association have joined forces to save one threatened house at least
for the present (Dew, 9 May 1970, p. 1).

The Improvement Association

meets regularly and sponsors an annual street fair designed to raise
community consciousness and pride.
But there are several critical factors which threaten the
continuation and restoration of a viable neighborhood in Fort Sanders
despite all the efforts to save and restore this remaining _residential
section of Old West Knoxville.

First, a majority of the original

housing of Old W~st Knoxville is gone.

It has been replaced by
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educational, medical, commercial, and wholesaling functions.

These

competing land uses have driven up the cost of Old West Knoxville real
estate, pricing it out of the single family housing market.

Moreover,

a substantial amount of the remaining housing is in poor condition and
subject to condemnation and fire hazard.

Lastly, the presence of a

predominantly transient student population means that the majority of
the residents do not have a vested interest in the future of the
neighborhood.
A student ghetto as a part of the inner city is typical of American
cities with large universities.

They can be found in cities and towns

of varying sizes and locations such as Fort Collins and Boulder,
Colorado; Bloomington, Indiana; Madison, Wisconsin; Lansing, Michigan;
and Amherst, Massachusetts.

They developed in the 1960's as proximity

to a university changed from an asset to a detriment for urban family
neighborhoods.

The university which once attracted middle class pro-

fessional families who enjoyed the cultural and intellectual advantages
offered by an institute of higher learning became displaced by the
university's own expansion and the housing pressure from a growing
student body.
The 1960 student population was different from previous college
student populations in the United States.
socially rebellious.

They were politically and

Much has been written about their impact on our

social and political history, but little can be found about their impact
on the landscape.

Yet their impact on the landscape may have been

greater in the long run than their impact on politics and society.
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Twenty years later, student ghettos are a major feature of the urban
landscape, but the Students for a Democratic Society political action
organization has long since ceased to exist.
The large student population in the 1960's and urban renewal
resulted in changing Old West Knoxville from a heterogeneous residential
area with a variety of land uses to a homogeneous residential area with
several dominant land uses.
The area may stabilize in its present condition.

Students will

continue to dominate the population, but their numbers are not increasing.

A few urban pioneers may attempt to make Fort Sanders neighborhood

their permanent home, but not enough housing is left for them to make
a significant impact.

Most of the loyalists are reaching retirement

age, and their houses will probably not be as valuable as the land they
sit on when they are sold.

Even when the patina of age protects a

hous~ from the bulldozers, it does not protect it from fire and condemnation.

As more houses are lost, the number of rental units will

diminish, and thus the pressure for student housing should remain
strong despite the general decline in student population.
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APPENDIX
This list of nineteen reasons for not wanting to move from Old
West Knoxville is from a letter by Mr. Jack Dotson.

The Yale Avenue

Urban Renewal file including Mr. Dotson's letter and the court order
granting Mr. Dotson $12,500 for the home he valued at $20,000 is
located in the Knoxville-Knox County Archives, a branch of Lawson
McGhee Library.
1. This property is not and never has been for sale.
2. This is a corner lot at 20th Street and Lilly Avenue.
3. We have 150 feet facing 20th Street, the only street running
from Cornell Avenue to Cumberland Avenue.
4. We are in walking distance of all university buildings.
5. We are three blocks from the field house and Carousel.
6. We are in walking distance of the stadium.
7. I can walk to work if necessary.
8. We are in walking distance of the main business district.
9. We can walk to church.
10. My children can walk to school through the ninth grade and
then to the university after finishing high school.
11. We are less than one block from the bus stop.
12. We are in easy walking distance of grocery, drug store,
cleaners, book stores, bank, restaurant, doctors and dentists.
13. This has always been a very nice neighborhood.
14. Rental conditions are excellent.
15. The real estate value of property is steadily increasing.
16. Since we purchased this property, we have made improvements
suitable to our needs. We have replaced the wooden front porch with
concrete, built a complete new kitchen, and made a bedroom out of the
old kitchen, added a sun porch on the rear, enlarged the living room
into a living-dining room combination, built two closets, a sewing room,
added a concrete basement with garage, workshop and storage room, and
built a concrete patio.
17. We have improved the lot by working on it continuously for
thirteen years. We have planted shrubs, roses, flowers, bulbs, and
grass. We built a wall and filled the back corner of the lot to make it
level. We fenced in the back yard and planted trees.
18. We have not been able to find any suitable property in this
area. It will cost approximately $20,000.00 to build a comparable house
and then we will be without the conveniences of this location.
19. We planned to build an apartment house on the rear of our
corner lot facing 20th Street which would afford us an income of
$300.00 a month.
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This following series of letters between Mr. R. H. West and various
government officials is incomplete just as it is found in the Yale
Avenue Urban Renewal files in the Archives.

These letters and

responses attest to a long and futile effort on the part of Mr. West
ending with a court order to vacate by June 15, 1964.
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1813 Yale Avenue
Knoxville 10, Tennessee
August 15, 1961
Mr. Robert C. Hembree
Executive Director
Knoxville Housing Authority
1701 Jurolman Avenue
Knoxville, Tennessee
Dear Mr. Hembree:
I have read recently with considerable interest the proposal by
Knoxville Housing Authority to raze houses in the Yale Avenue area
supposedly to help the University of Tennessee in an expansion program
which they hope will develop.

Since my property is probably involved I

have a few comments to pass along for your consideration.
First of all I am a college professor having recently taught at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard University.

After

World War II I spent better than four years at U.T. as Supervisor of
Regi~tration, and one of my major problems was to get offices for
faculty and to get classes scheduled for almost 8000 students with
physical plant facilities of far less than U.T. now possesses.

I was

involved with the same problems that U.T. now claims to have except that
my problems occurred at the time of the greatest increase in enrollment
in the history of U.T.

In the Spring of 1943 U.T. had an enrollment of

about 3,200 day-students at Knoxville, and in the Fall of 1946 the
enrollment was about 7,800 day-students at Knoxville.

To date the day-

enrollment at Knoxville has not increased very much above the 7,800
figure of 15 years ago.
Since my background is such that I have knowledge of the problems
of U.T. and what the real situation is there, I am offering the
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following suggestions for your consideration:
(1)

The Yale Avenue Area is one of the finest residential areas

in Knoxville.
location.

The area is in no sense a "slum area" or depressed

I am sure that you are well aware that the area is a choice

residential locality.
(2)

No impartial or fair group would state otherwise.

Some of the residents of the Yale Avenue Area are willing to

sell to U.T., so the school could buy property as they have funds
available.

This would enable the City of Knoxville to still obtain

much needed tax money and save the Federal Government millions of
dollars.

I am sure that few taxpayers would object to the considerable

savings that would result.
(3)

The purchase of property in the Yale Avenue Area would be

wasteful in that the land would lie idle many years before it was used,
if ever.

Furthermore, the expenditure of millions of dollars in

government funds is inflationary and further decreases the value of the
dollar.
(4)

U.T. does not need additional land in the Yale Avenue Area.

There are sites on the main campus where buildings can be erected.

Then

there are numerous other and better land sites in the vicinity of U.T.
which can be used for expansion if such expansion can be justified.
name a few sites.

To

Neyland Drive (this would connect to the U.T. Farm),

West Cumberland Avenue, Lake Avenue, Terrace Avenue, Highland Avenue,
Forest Avenue, and most of Clinch Avenue.

Then there is the U.T. Farm

Area, Cherokee Bluffs, Alcoa Highway, etc.
(5)

U.T. makes poor use of its physical plant facilities.

At the
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height of the Post World War II expansion classrooms and laboratories
were used less than 65 percent of capacity.

Now with a much larger

physical plant and not many more additional students even less use is
made of classrooms, laboratories, and other facilities.

As a further

example the tennis courts on Cornell Avenue are not used 5 percent of
the time, and one-half of a city block was taken for these courts.

In

addition they are restricted to a few privileged characters, and not
available to the entire student body.
(6)

U.T. can build buildings of several stories in height rather

than buildings of one or two stories.

This would permit vertical

expansion rather than horizontal which would necessitate little, if any,
more land.
(7)

Many colleges and universities seem to be following a policy

of decentralization rather than centralization.

A policy of decentrali-

zation would enable a state university to serve better the entire state
rather than serving one area or one region of the state.

Examples of

decentralization are numerous, but the Universities of North Carolina
and Florida are good illustrations.

It would seem that any future

expansion of U.T. could be in cities such as Chattanooga, Memphis,
Nashville, etc. to serve the state more efficiently, and to follow the
present-day trend set by progressive state universities.
(8)

The Considerable Government Activity in the Knoxville Area

actually hinders progress rather than helping to make Knoxville grow.
Private industry is reluctant to come into Knoxville in the face of such
extreme government activity.

Such a climate is not conducive to
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industrial growth.
recently.

General Vogel of T.V.A. spoke along these lines

As a matter of fact Knoxville is getting a reputation nation-

ally as a Mecca of Socialism.

Futhermore, Knoxville lost population

from 1950 to 1960, and action such as K.H.A. proposes will lead to
further decline in population, decrease in purchasing power, and loss
of tax money.
In view of the arguments presented I am sure that the proposed
actions of K.H.A. are hasty, ill advised, wasteful, injurious, destructive, expensive, regressive, and in violation of the 14th Amendment
to the Constitution of the United States.

Therefore, plans to raze the

Yale Avenue Area should be withdrawn immediately and forever.
Sincerely,
(Signed by Mr. West)
Rhea H. West, Jr.
RHW:pb
2 copies Mr. Neely
RCH/MI
8/23/61
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1813 Yale Avenue
Knoxville 16, Tennessee
August 18, 1961
Mr. Robert C. Hembree
Executive Director
Knoxville Housing Authority
1701 Journalman Avenue
Knoxville, Tennessee
Dear Mr. Hembree:
As a follow-up to my letter of August 15, 1961, in regard to the
confiscation of property in the Yale Avenue Area in Knoxville by the
Knoxville Housing Authority, I wish to reiterate some major reasons
why the land should not be seized.
(1) The Yale Area is one of the finest residential sections of
Knoxville.
(2) The University of Tennessee campus has considerable ground
where additional buildings could be erected.
(3) Other land in the vicinity of U.T. is more suited for a
physical plant expansion.
(4) U.T. does not use its present physical plant facilities
anywhere near capacity.
(5) More classes and laboratories at U.T. can be scheduled in
the afternoon and evening.
(6) U.T. can build buildings of several stories in height and
expand vertically rather than horizontially .
It would seem that U.T. should expand into cities such as
. (7)
Memphis, Chattanooga and Nashville to better serve the state.
(8) The spending of millions of dollars of federal funds will
contribute to inflation and help to cheapen further the value of the
dollar.
(9) It seems as though much of the land in the Yale Avenue Area
will be used for parking lots and fraternity buildings. There items
are luxuries that the taxpayers cannot afford.
In reviewing the situation it seems as though the Yale Avenue
Project was a brainstorm on the part of some drunk. Certainly the
level of thinking is no higher.
If you will make a decision based on need, rather than greed and
waste, the Yale Avenue Area will remain intact.
Sincerely,
(Signed by Mr. West)
Rhea H. West, Jr.
RHW:pb
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1813 Yale Avenue
Knoxville 16, Tennessee
August 15, 1961

Director Housing And Homes Financing Agency
U.S. Urban Renewal Administration
Atlanta, Georgia
Dear Sir:
Enclosed please find a copy of my letter to your
Mr. Robert Hembree of the Knoxville Office in regard to
the proposed razing of the Yale Avenue Area. After you
have read my letter carefully I am sure that you will
agree that the Yale Avenue razing in Knoxville cannot be
justified in anyway, and should be disapproved immediately.
Should you so desire, I shall be glad to come to
Atlanta to discuss the matter with you.
Sincerely,
(Signed by Mr. West)
Rhea H. West, Jr.
Enclosure:
RHW:pb
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August 24, 1961

Mr. Rhea H. West, Jr.
1813 Yale Avenue
Knoxville 16, Tennessee
Re: Tenn R-38 (GN)
Dear Mr. West:
Your letter of August 15, 1961, enclosing a copy of your letter to
Mr. Robert Hembree, Executive Director of the Knoxville Housing
Authority, and your more recent letter of August 18 to this office,
have been received and are appreciated. We have studied the several
interesting and noteworthy points that you raised in regard to the
proposed Yale Avenue Project.
As you have recognized in addressing your first letter to Mr. Hembree,
Urban Renewal is primarily a local program. All Urban Renewal projects
are planned and carried out by local public agencies. Under Tennessee
law, the local public agency which has jurisdiction over such urban renewal projects in Knoxville is the Knoxville Housing Authority. However,
it is the responsibility of this Agency to assure itself that the projects
which it assists financially are legally eligible for such assistance,
and are being carried out in accordance with the requirements of this
Agency.
The University of Tennessee, through its President, Dr. Andrew Holt, and
the University Board of Trustees, has played a principal role in
initiating the project and determining the proposed redevelopment plan.
The first application for planning funds has been approved by the
Federal Government, and the project is presently in the planning stage.
At the time that the surveys, plans and appraisals have been completed,
a time which is presently estimated to be September 1962, the necessary
local approvals would be made and an application would be submitted to
the Federal Government for loan and grant funds to execute the project.
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-2This is, of course, if the project appears to be feasible at that time.
Before these local and Federal approvals are made, however, a public
hearing, properly advertised in advance, must be held to give persons
affected an opportunity to be heard.
We appreciate your comments on the proposed project and hope that your
letter to Mr. Hembree will be helpful in planning the project.
Sincerely yours,

E. · Bruce Wedge
Regional Director
of Urban Renewal

cc: Mr. Robert C. Hembree
Executive Director H.A.
1701 Jourolmon Avenue N.W.
Knoxville 21, Tenn.

I,
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1813 Yale Avenue
Knoxville 16, Tennessee
October 2, 1961

Mr. E. Bruce Wedge
Regional Director of Urban Renewal
Housing And Home Finance Agency
645 Peachtree-Seventh Building
Atlanta 23, Georgia
Re: Tenn R-38 (GN)
Dear Mr. Wedge:
Thank you very much for your letter of some time ago in response
to my letter of August 15 concerning the Yale Avenue Project in Knoxville, Tennessee. I have had no response from Mr. Hembree, so I am
writing you further in regard to the contemplated Yale Avenue Project.
In your letter you indicated that a public hearing would be held
to give persons affected an opportunity to be heard. While this seems
desirable and nice on the surface, it will mean no more than the right
of a person in Russia to vote and makes a mockery of justice.
Recent developments in the Yale Avenue Area by the University of
Tennessee indicate that the entire area will be used for parking lots,
athletic fields, and fraternity buildings. Already within a distance
of three blocks there are six large parking lots for students. A check
this past week on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday between 10 A.M. and
10:30 A.M. revealed not a single car in three of the parking lots. The
Knoxville-News Sentinel, in an article on October 1, indicated the poor
usage of already existing parking facilities. Eastern Universities in
many cases make only limited parking available for faculty and almost
none is available to students. Hence large numbers of students at
those schools ride bicycles or use public transportation facilities.
I do not believe that the taxpayers, both state and federal, owe each
student a private parking place.
The intervention of the Federal Government in the matter by
declaring the Yale Avenue Area an Urban Renewal Project defeats the
purpose for which Urban Renewal was intended. By such action Urban
Renewal becomes merely a political football. Furthermore, the value of
property in the Yale Avenue Area becomes greatly diminished so that it
amounts to the University of Tennessee stealing the property from
affected citizens. Of course a few favorite persons such as the editor
of the Knoxville News-Sentinel, Mr. Miller, have recently sold their
property to U.T. for large S\llllS of money. Mr. Miller knows that K.H.A.
will offer much less than U.T. would pay for property, and U.T. paid a
high price to secure his cooperation and avoid adverse criticism of the
Urban Renewal Project.
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A survey of 100 persons in the Yale Avenue Area has been completed
which indicates that 77 people are against the project, 7 undecided,
and 16 for the development as proposed. Assuming that half of the
undecided citizens will be against the project, then 80 percent of the
people to be affected are against the Urban Renewal Plan.
Petitions against the proposal have been prepared, signatures
obtained, and the petitions will be notarized and sent to you and
others in the near future.
On October 16 I shall be in Washington to confer with an official
high in the cabinet of President Kennedy to bring the matter to the
attention of the President of the United States. Therefore, I shall
want to be as well informed about the matter as possible, and I shall
appreciate any additional information which you can give to me regarding
the status of the Yale Avenue Project. To conclude I trust
that plans for the Federal Government to participate in the Yale Avenue
Project have been, or will be, dismissed.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed by Mr. West)
Rhea H. West, Jr.
RHW:pb
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October 10, 1961

Mr. Rhea A. West, Jr.
1813 Yale Avenue
Knoxville 16, Tennessee
Re:

Yale Avenue UR Project
Tenn R-38 (GN)

Dear Mr. West:
Your letter of October 2, 1961 has been reviewed with interest.
While there is little that we can do to advise you in furtherance to
our letter of August 24, 1961, we feel that the manner in which an Urban
Renewal Program is administered should be emphasized. Urban Renewal
in Knoxville is fundamentally a local undertaking, and in Knoxville is
carried out under State law by the Knoxville Housing Authority for the
City .of Knoxville. The Housing Authority must assure itself and this
Agency that the project is legally eligible and would be carried out in
accord with Tennessee and Federal law.
In the case of the Yale Avenue Project, the University of Tennessee has
the principal role in initiating the project in order to obtain land for
expansion as called for by the development plans of the University.
This development plan contemplates considerable expansion by the
University over several years to meet the demands for higher education,
and this expansion apparently has the approval of the Board of Trustees.
The Project will be planned under Section 112 of Title I of the Housing
Act of 1949, which section Congress passed as a part of the Housing Act
of 1959 and supplemented in 1961. In no respect did the Federal Government intervene in local government by declaring the Yale Avenue Area an
Urban Renewal Project. This action originated locally and if carried
out, will be carried out by the local agency.
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While we are concerned with valid local questions and objections, these
matters should be taken up with the University of Tennessee, the
Knoxville Housing Authority, and the City of Knoxvile.
Sincerely yours,

E. Bruce Wedge
Reginal Director
of Urban Renewal
Ex. Director

cc:

Mr. Robert C. Hembree
Knoxville 21, Tenn.
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November 14, 1961

Mr. Rhea A. West, Jr.
1813 Yale Avenue
Knoxville, Tennessee
Re:

Yale Avenue UR Project
Tenn R-38 (GN)

Dear Mr. West:
We have reviewed a copy of the letter to you dated October 31, 1961,
from Mr. William L. Slayton, Urban Renewal Commissioner. This was in
reply to your letter to Mr. Henry H. Fowler, Under Secretary of the
Treasury, a copy of which has also been received in this office. Also,
we would like to acknowledge your telegram of November 3 and your letter
of November 6.
Although your previous correspondence is thought-provoki ng and your
comments the evident result of considerable study of the proposed
project, we feel that the observations previously written to you are
the factual report of the present status of the proposed plan. It is
our feeling that little can be added to the October 31 letter from
Commissioner Slayton.
Please be assured that questions such as you pose are most certainly
to be considered in the preliminary phases of any community undertaking.
Thank you again for your interest, and we trust that the University and
the City of Knoxville will continue to benefit from community interest
by conscientious citizens such as yourself.
Sincerely yours,
E. Bruce Wedge
Acting for Regional Director
of Urban Renewal
cc:

Mr. Robert C. Hembree
Executive Director Housing Authority
1701 Jourolmon Avenue N. W.
Knoxville 21, Tenn.
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Mr. Robert C. Hembree
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Professor Rhea H. West
1813 Yale Avenue
Knoxville, Tennessee
Dear Professor West:
This is in reply to your letter of November 29, 1961, in connection
with urban renewal activities in Knoxville, Tennessee.
I note that you state that HHFA is building a dormitory for the
University of Tennessee Athletic Association. These funds may
represent a loan from the Community Facilities Administration; such
loans must be repaid with interest. The Urban Renewal Administration
does not provide grants or loans for the construction of houses or
buildings in urban renewal project areas.
As I indicated in my letter of November 17, decisions with respect
to changes in the Urban Renewal Plan must be made by local officials
in Knoxville. Therefore, I again suggest that you present your views
Robert C. Hembree, Executive Director of the Knoxville Housing
to
Authority.

Mr.

Sincerely yours,
(sgd.) William L. Slayton
William L. Slayton
Urban Renewal Commissioner
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1813 Yale Avenue
Knoxville 16, Tennessee
June 8, 1963

Mr. E. Bruce Wedge
Regional Director of Urban Renewal
Housing and Home Finance Agency
645 Peachtree-Seventh Building
Atlanta 23, Georgia
Dear Mr. Wedge:
I was in Atlanta the 5th of June and I am sorry tha t I did not have .the
opportunity to talk with you further about the Yale Avenue Urban Renewal
Project in Knoxville, Tennessee. However, I want an appointment with
you within the next ten days if you can possibly arrange such to discuss
the proposed project in some detail.
From the attached material you may read that the University of
Tennessee has set aside several blocks on Yale and Cornell Avenues in
Knoxville, which it won't need for its own expansion, to provide for a
"fraternity row." The fraternities will not be required to build there,
and already nine fraternities have houses in the Yale Avenue area, and
a tenth owns property in the territory.
Since fraternities are private social clubs just like the Druid Hills
Country Club of Atlanta, I am requesting that your office not approve
the taking of that land on Yale and Cornell Avenues which will be set
aside for fraternities. To take our homes and land for the benefit of
private social organizations would be a great injustice and a gross
misuse of the right of eminent domain. In fact, by so doing, you
violate our rights guaranteed in the Constitution of the United States
to hold private property to the exclusion of other private individuals
and organizations.
While it is true that fraternities provide some housing, such housing
is restricted to the membership of the fraternity; only a small percentage of the student body could qualify. Furthermore, many of the
present home owners in the Yale Avenue area keep U. T. students in
their homes; so it is quite likely that fewer students would be
provided housing than is presently true in the area.
In view of the situation, I trust that your office will not approve
that portion of the project which provides land for fraternities as
many fraternities are already comfortably situated in the Yale Avenue
area .
Sincerely yours,
Rhea H. West, Jr.
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June 21, . 1963

Mr. Rhea H. West, Jr.
1913 Yale Avenue
Knoxville 16, Tennessee
Dear Mr. West:
Subject:

Yale Avenue - Tenn. R-43

Your letter of June 8 was brought to my attention upon return from
vacation. It requested an appointment to discuss the Yale Avenu
Urban Renewal Area, Project Tenn R-43, in Knoxville, Tennessee.
May I first point out that we are currently reviewing the Yale Avenue
Project report prepared by the Knoxville Housing Authority, and
approved by the City of Knoxville, and the project appears to be
eligible for Federal financial assistance. We have attempted to make
our position clear to you on this matter, and feel that we can add
very little more to what we have told you in earlier written
correspondence.
However, should you still desire an appointment, I will be glad to
talk to you at any time. If you decide to come to the Regional
office for discussions, I would appreciate a few days notice regarding
your visit.
Sincerely yours,

E. Bruce Wedge
Regional Director
of Urban Renewal
cc:

Mr. Robert C. Hembree
Executive Director
Knoxville Housing Authority
1701 Jourolmon Avenue N. W.
Knoxville 21, Tenn.
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February 21, 1964
R.H. WEST
House and Lot
1813 Yale Avenue
Knoxville 16, Tennessee
General Statement
The R.H. West house at 1813 Yale Avenue has been described by those who
know as the best built house in Knoxville. The builder, R. H. West, has
been in the building business since 1905 and has built or helped to
build some of the finest houses, offices, church buildings, and school
buildings in Knoxville. Some of these items include: The Cherokee
Country Club, Fifth Avenue Baptist Church, Fairgarden School, Moses
School, the U. T. Physics and Geology Building, the U. T. Alumni
Memorial Gymnasium, Henson Hall, Smithwood Church, and mariy others.
Mr.
was
the
has

West personally erected the house in 1945 and 1946, and the house
occupied by the West family on January 2, 1947 and they have been
sole occupants since that time. The house was built debt free and
always been clear of any financial claim against it.
Some Special Features of the Lot

The lot is SO' by 177' and is located in one of the best, if not the
best, residential areas in Knoxville. Many improvements have been made
to the lot and it contains many lovely trees, bulbs, flowers, and
shrubs, such as: three large maple trees, three lovely dogwood trees,
a redbud tree, hemlock, two wild cherry trees, a peach tree, plum tree,
grapes, iris, roses, tulips, ivy, and flowers of many kinds. There is
a considerable amount of bluegrass on the lot and it is a lovely lot in
every respect. The back also is large enough to permit a nice size
garden which has furnished the West family many nice vegetables throughout the last 17 years.
Other improvements to the lot include considerable excavation, a
concrete walk about SO feet long and 4 feet wide from the front of the
house to the sidewalk, two pair of concrete steps, a walk 50 feet long
and 2 feet wide around the west side of the house, and concrete steps
at the back leading to the interior of the house. There is also concrete
steps leading to the basement affording an outside entrance to the
basement.
Some Location Factors Concerning the West House
Yale Avenue is six lanes wide, and next to Magnolia Avenue it is the
widest street in the City of Knoxville. The area contains many lovely
houses and well kept yards. The family church is across the street from
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the West House, U. T. is within two blocks (the main campus), the U. T.
Fieldhouse is half a block away, the U. T. football stadium is three
blocks away, large shopping centers are only five or six blocks away,
and public schools are also close. Downtown Knoxville and its shopping
centers is only one mile away. The property is so located that the
airport is only nine miles away which permits special airport taxi
service there. In addition the taxi fare to downtown Knoxville is less
than a dollar. Mr. R.H. West and Mrs. West are both in advanced
years and very ill. The Yale Avenue Bus Stop was just across the street
and on the corner from the West house. The matter of convenient and
cheap transportation is of utmost importance to Mr. and Mrs. West.
The nearness to U. T. permits ready attendance without the problem of
parking at such events as concerts, football and basketball games,
lectures, voting, and other events. The U. T. Dairy delivers milk,
butter, cheese, ice cream, and other dairy products directly to the
door. The West family has used U. T. dairy products since 1928.
The location also permits parking cars for athletic contests and
other events. This is a source of income of some note. The Wests
could also have built apartments and rented apartments and rooms to
U. T. students and professors had they so desired. There is no area
in all of Tennessee where there is a greater demand for housing than on
Yale Avenue .
The location of the West house on Yale Avenue is also near bus and rail
transportation as well as being on the Local Transit Bus line and
near the airport.
The location of the West house is the finest in Knoxville.
be improved upon.

It cannot

A Few Special Features of the West House
The house was built by the owner and includes many special features not
ordinarily or usually found in other houses. A few of the items include:
1.

Solid brick and masonry wall (not veneer) some thirteen (13) inches
thick.

2.

A tremendous foundation so much so that nowhere is there a crack in
the wall.

3.

Storm windows and doors for all of the house.

4.

Expensive gum panel in the living room, and throughout the downstairs. The archway between the living room and the dining room
is handmade.
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5.

Considerable insulation throughout the house.

6.

Air-conditioning.

7.

Electric heat.

8.

Expensive venetian blinds, drapes and shades throughout the
house.

9.

Two interior roofs upstairs.

10.

Four bedrooms.

11.

A kitchen that is fireproof including thick asbestos siding and
tile floor (real tile).

12.

The floor of the breakfast room is tile (real).

13.

Two fireproof bathrooms (one room up and one down) including real
tile and asbestos sidings.

14.

Hardwood floors throughout the house except where the floors are
tile.

15.

Considerable cabinet work of a fine nature in the kitchen.

16.

A large number of lovely closets.

17.

A beautiful living room and dining room in addition to the four
bedrooms and two baths. The rooms are all large and beautiful,
and extremely well built of the finest and most expensive materials.

18.

A fireplace in the living room and beautiful handmade mantle.

19.

Two chimneys.

20.

Knotted pine panel in one of the upstairs bedrooms.

21.

Almost a full basement including a storm shelter against atomic
warfare. About two-thirds of the basement is concrete.

22.

Many other factors too numerous to mention.
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Cost of the R. H. West House, 1813 Yale
1945-1946 Dollars
$

Excavating

750
6,000

~rick and brick work

750

Concrete (25 yards at $30 per yard)
Two-hundred feet of tile floor
Nine doors at $30 each (from Asheville)

1,500
270

Five doors at $25 each
Eleven windows at $30 each
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Twenty-four windows at $25 each

600

330

Electrical work

1,000

Plumbing

2,500

Carpenter work

3,500

Basement

900

Sheet rock

300

Insulating materials

300

Roofing (13 squares at $13 per square)
Kitchen cabinets (SO feet at $6 per foot)

169
300

Fireplace, mantle, paneling (living room)
Fourteen hundred (1400) feet of flooring

600

Paint (inside and outside)

250

750

Workshop basement

1,200

Lot . . . . . .
Improvements to property

1,500
1,000

Sidewalks . . .

500

Outside porches

250

Miscellaneous (guttering, metal trim, etc.)

300

Total .

$25,644
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR KNOX COUNTY, TENNESSEE
KNOXVILLE HOUSING AUTHORITY, INC.,
Petitioner
vs.
RHEA H. WEST, JR., BETTY JANE
WEST, RHEA H. WEST , SR., and
VERNA G. WEST,
Defendants

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

No. 23838

0 R D E R

It appearing to the Court that the Petitioner, Knoxville Housing
Authority, Inc., has filed a Declaration of Taking in this cause of
the property therein described, and that the Petitioner has further
paid into the Court the sum of $15,300.00 for the use of the defendants,
it is therefore, ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED by the Court that all
right, title, claim, lien and interest of whatever kind or character
of the defendants to this cause in and to said land be, and the same are
hereby divested out of said defendants, and vested in the Petitioner,
Knoxville Housing Authority, Inc., as an estate in fee simple .
. If the defendants or any other person or persons are occupying the
premises hereby decreed to the Petitioner, they are hereby ordered to
vacate said premises on or be fore June 15, 1964, or show cause why not,
and the clerk will issue a writ of possession for said premises upon
demand by the Petitioner.
ENTER:

Circuit Judge

APPROVED FOR ENTRY:
Attorney for Petitioner

Attorney for Defendant

VITA
Patricia Bethke Bing was born in Loveland, Colorado, on April 4,
1943.

She attended elementary and secondary schools in Timnath and

LaPorte, Colorado.

As a student at Colorado State University, she

founded the Buckingham Project, an educational enrichment and remedial
program for disadvantaged children in Ft. Collins, Colorado.

Ms. Bing

also served on the CSU Human Relations Committee and was a representative on the Science and Arts Student Legislature.

She graduated from

CSU in 1965 with a Bachelor of Science degree with an emphasis in
government studies.
Twelve years later Ms. Bing returned to school to renew her
Tennessee Teaching Certification and became interested in geography
which led to graduate work at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
While a graduate student she served as a Teaching Assistant and presented
a paper, "Children's Favorite Places," at the 1978 Annual Meeting of
the Southeastern Division of the Association of American Geographers.
Prior to graduate school, Ms. Bing worked in many community
organizations, serving on the state and local boards of the American
Civil Liberties Union and the United Nations Association.

She is also

an active member of the Tennessee Valley Unitarian Church and has
served as a member of the Board of Trustees, a Sunday school teacher,
youth advisor, and Chair of the Religious Education Committee.
She is married to John Daniel Bing and has three sons.
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